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Delhi NCR, Mumbai, Bangalore, Kolkata, Pune, Hyderabad, Chennai, Indore, Bhopal, Agra, Bareilly, Dehradun, Meerut and Moradabad

TOP 1-50 B SCHOOLS

RESEARCH
METHODOLOGY

T

he objective of
this research
was to arrive at
a list of Top 200 Business schools in India.
The research had 3
major modules i.e.
Desk Research, Factual survey & Perceptual Rating survey
followed by scientifically developed anlaysis & ranking process.
Fieldwork was conducted beginning the 2nd week
of December 2014 to 3rd week of January 2015.

Continued on page 2

For more detailed information
about the B-School survey, log on to:
www.timesbschoolsurvey.org

TOP 51-100 B SCHOOLS

INSTITUTE/B SCHOOL
RANK
Indian Institute of Management, Ahmedabad
1
Indian Institute of Management, Calcutta
2
Indian Institute of Management, Bangalore
3
Xavier Labour Relations Institute, Jamshedpur
4
Indian Institute of Management, Lucknow
5
Indian Institute of Management, Kozhikode
6
Management Development Institute, Gurgaon
7
Faculty of Management Studies, University of Delhi, Delhi
8
Amity Business School, Noida
9
Prin. LN Welingkar Institute of Management Development and Research, Mumbai10
Indian Institute of Management, Indore
11
Jamnalal Bajaj Institute of Management Studies, Mumbai
12
Indian Institute of Foreign Trade, Delhi
13
SP Jain Institute of Management and Research, Mumbai
14
Narsee Monjee Institute of Management Studies, Mumbai
15
Symbiosis Institute of Business Management, Pune
16
Xavier Institute of Management, Bhubaneswar
17
International Management Institute, Delhi
18
Institute of Management Technology, Ghaziabad
19
Loyola Institute of Business Administration, Chennai
20
Mudra Institute of Communication, Ahmadabad
21
Acharya Institute of Management and Sciences, Bangalore
22
Symbiosis Centre for Management and Human Resource Development, Pune
23
KJ Somaiya Institute of Management Studies and Research, Mumbai
24
SIES College of Management Studies, Navi Mumbai
25
Symbiosis Institute of Management Studies, Pune
26
TA Pai Management Institute, Manipal
27
Institute of Management Studies, Ghaziabad
28
Balaji Institute of Modern Management, Pune
29
Birla Institute of Management Technology, Greater Noida
30
Institute of Management, Nirma University, Ahmedabad
31
Delhi School of Management, Delhi Technological University, Delhi
32
Christ University Institute of Management, Bangalore
33
Department of Industrial and Management Engineering, IIT Kanpur
34
FORE School of Management, Delhi
35
Indian Institute of Management, Ranchi
36
Department of Management Studies, Indian Institute of Technology, Delhi 37
SRM University, Chennai
38
SCMS Cochin School of Business, Cochin
39
ITM Business School, Navi Mumbai
40
Department of Management Sciences, University of Pune, Pune
41
Institute of Management Study, Kolkata
42
VIT Business School, Vellore
43
Great Lakes Institute of Management, Chennai
44
Goa Institute of Management, Goa
45
KIIT School of Management, Bhubaneswar
46
Bharathidasan Institute of Management, Tiruchirapalli
47
Lal Bahadur Shastri Institute of Management, Delhi
48
Faculty of Management Studies, Manav Rachna International University, Faridabad 49
Jagan Institute of Management Studies (JIMS), Rohini, Delhi
50

INSTITUTE/B SCHOOL

TOP 101-150 B SCHOOLS
RANK

Department of Management Studies, IIT Roorkee
51
Balaji Institute of International Business, Pune
52
Jagannath International Management School, Kalkaji, New Delhi
53
Teerthanker Mahaveer Institute of Management & Technology Moradabad
54
University School of Management Studies, Guru Gobind Singh Indraprastha University, Delhi 55
Institute of Finance and International Management, Bangalore
56
Institute of Rural Management, Anand
57
FLAME School of Business, Pune
58
National Institute of Industrial Engineering, Mumbai
59
Adani Institute of Infrastructure Management, Ahmedabad
60
NIET Business School, Noida
61
Prestige Institute of Management and Research, Indore
62
Institute of Management Technology, Nagpur
63
Indira School of Business Studies, Pune
64
Balaji Institute of Telecom and Management, Pune
65
Balaji Institute of Management and Human Resource Development, Pune
66
Rajagiri Centre for Business Studies, Cochin
67
Department of Business Management, Osmania University, Hyderabad
68
MIT School of Telecom Management, Pune
69
Indus Business Academy, Bangalore
70
Shailesh J Mehta School of Management, Indian Institute of Technology, Bombay 71
Xavier Institute of Management and Entrepreneurship, Bangalore
72
Fortune Institute of International Business, Delhi
73
Gitam Institute of Management, Visakhapatnam
74
Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of Technology, Hyderabad
75
Universal Business School, Raigad
76
Indian Institute of Social Welfare and Business Management, Kolkata
77
Department of Management Studies Anna University, Chennai
78
Department of Management Studies, Indian Institute of Technology, Madras 79
Xavier Institute of Social Service, Ranchi
80
GL Bajaj Institute of Management and Research, Greater Noida
81
Faculty of Management Studies, Banaras Hindu University, Varanasi
82
Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore
83
NSHM Knowledge Campus, Kolkata
84
Indian Institute of Forest Management, Bhopal
85
Motilal Nehru National Institute of Technology, Allahabad
86
Army Institute of Management, Kolkata
87
Doon Business School, Dehradun
88
University Business School, Panjab University, Chandigarh
89
KIIT School of Rural Management, Bhubaneswar
90
Department of Management Studies, National Institute of Technology, Durgapur 91
Jawaharlal Nehru Technological University, Hyderabad
92
Bharati Vidyapeeth's Institute of Management and Research, Delhi
93
Institute of Management & Information Science, Bhubaneswar
94
Institute for Financial Management and Research, Chennai
95
Institute of Science and Management, Ranchi
96
Indian Institute of Health Management Research, Jaipur
97
Institute of Management Studies, Noida
98
Amrita School of Business, Coimbatore
99
School of Management, National Institute of Technology, Rourkela
100

INSTITUTE/B SCHOOL

Great Lakes – Celebrating a Decade of Excellence
G

reat Lakes Institute of Management’s journey
of excellence began in 2004 – with Dr. Bala V.
Balachandran’s decision of bringing quality
management education to India. With dual campuses in Chennai and Delhi-NCR today, Great Lakes
has established itself as one of India’s leading business schools within a decade of its launch. Ranked
No:7 among One year programmes & Ranked No:17th
among top B- school by a weekly magazine.
To mark the successful completion of 10 years,
Great Lakes held celebrations across the country
with a galaxy of business leaders and alumni participating. Some of the leaders who participated include Mr. Adi Godrej (Chairman, Godrej Group), Sh.

N. Chandrababu Naidu (Chief Minister, Andhra
Pradesh), Mr. Sunil Kant Munjal (Joint MD, Hero
Motorcop Ltd.), Mr. D. ShivaKumar (Chairman &
CEO, Pepsi Co. India), Mr. Subroto Bagchi (Chairman, Mindtree), Mr. Lakshmi Narayanan (ViceChairman, Cognizant), Mr. Venu Srinivasan (Chairman, TVS Motors), etc.
Recognized for its globally benchmarked programs, exceptional quality of faculty and deep industry engagement, Great Lakes is also among the
youngest business schools internationally & the
youngest in India to receive the prestigious global
accreditation from AMBA, UK for its PGPM and
PGXPM programs. This success can be attributed to

a few factors which differentiate the institute and its
offerings - focus on real world learning, following an innovative pedagogy and leveraging
its world class collaborations.
The institute’s programs focus on applied
real world learning through case studies,
quasi-consulting assignments and industry
power talks. The programs are designed
with inputs from global academic and industry thought leaders and delivered by the same
world class faculty that the institute is renowned for.
Great Lakes full-time programs (the one year PGPM
and two year PGDM) also follow an innovative pedagogy and feature exercises like Empirical Study, Man-

Corporate Connect at Manav Rachna: An
Interactive & Experiential Learning Session
with Strategic Mentoring Board.

M

anav Rachna International
University (MRIU) is dedicated
and committed to train and
equip its students with latest knowledge
and skills in the chosen fields in the backdrop of Indian Ethos and values to enable
the students to face any global challenge.
The Faculty of Management Studies
at MRIU has 5 courses under its umbrella - 2 year regular MBA program, 2 year
MBA Healthcare, 2 year MA & BA in (Applied Psychology), 3 year BSc (Hotel Management) and P.hd in Management.
FMS has tie ups with world renowned
consultancies as their Academic partners such as KPMG for finance courses,
Icheive for Media management. KPMG
in India is an academic partner with
Manav Rachna International University
to deliver highly advanced curricula and
academic content to the students enrolling in MBA who chose Finance as one of
their specialization. This program covers
intensive and interactive classroom sessions .600 hours of learning will be delivered by KPMG in India, 400 hours
through interactive sessions and 200
through Learning Management System.
MBA in Healthcare Management has
been jointly designed with Fortis Healthcare which is a two-year programme
spread across 4 semesters of approximately five months each. Between the
first and second years of the programme,
students complete a summer internship
of approximately 8 weeks. Upon completion of graduation requirements, candidates shall be awarded an MBA Healthcare Management Degree by MRIU and
Certificate of Hospital attachment training by Fortis Healthcare.
MRIU also has academic linkages with

Icheive for Media management where
the corporate experts from these companies would be taking the classes for their
respective specializations and also provide placements & summer internship
for the same. ICHIEVE delivers intelligent management solutions to achieve
excellence in the areas of Media-Communication-Marketing, Retailing-Distribution-Logistics and Finance-Investment-Wealth.
FMS has been consistently engaging
in a meaningful interface with the industry keeping in sync with the Volatile,
Uncertain, Complex and Ambiquity of
Some of the companies who recruited
students from FMS are: l KPMG
l Genpact
l HT Media
l Infoedge
l Times Business Solutions
l Finedge
l RNF
Technologies

l Legal MD
Global Consulting Services
l CISCO
l Earth
Infrastructures
l HDFC Bank
l HDB Housing
l Justdial

the corporate world. In order to strengthen the Industry-Academia interface,
MRIU & the Strategic Mentoring Board
has launched a unique ‘Corporate Connect’ program for students of FMS, giving the students the opportunity to interact and learn from the life experiences
of industry stalwarts.
The vision statement of FMS reads‘To be a center for total quality education’. The pedagogy at FMS focuses on
skills development and this is achieved
through distinguished faculty members
with rich corporate and academic experience, 4 tier mentoring program (peers/
industry/faculty/alumni), academic affiliations, international student exchange programs, mandatory corporate
social responsibility, extensive life skills
classes and industry partnerships. FMS
is one of the first institutes to boast of a
Human Lab, the first lab in the entire
Haryana and Delhi-NCR. Some of the
organizations from where experts have
visited FMS are HT Group, ichieve Media, SEBI, Aircel, ONGC, Deloitte, KPMG,
Whiterock Consultaire etc.
FMS has been active in the area of
social responsibility. Few examples of
such initiatives are - Anti- cracker rally;
Ek Mutthi Daan (A movement where no
one sleeps hungry); Shram daan; Adoption of Mohna village in Ballabgarh.
FMS bagged first prize in 18th AIMA
National SMG. The Faculty of Management studies at MRIU runs an entrepreneurship cell – UDYAM. The department
also has a month long Orientation Program.
As an institution, FMS is committed
to a 360 degree intellectual and value
based education.

Mr. Adi Godrej at the Mumbai 10th year
celebrations
darin (Chinese) Language lab, a new specialization
in analytics and Karma-Yoga, a Leadership Experiential Project which helps students connect
with ground realities of rural India and experientially learn transformational leadership.

Further, collaborations with some of the
world’s leading institutions like University of
Houston, Nanyang Technological University, Illinois Institute of Technology, HHL Leipzig, Georgia State University, University of Bordeaux, etc.
have helped Great Lakes in not only globally
benchmarking its programs but also in offering
joint programs along with these institutions and
in attracting some of the finest faculty to conduct
the programs. All these make Great Lakes an
Indian school with a truly global mindset.
Great Lakes is currently accepting applications
for its two year full time Post Graduate Diploma
in Management (PGDM) program for candidates
with 0-2 years of work experience.
To know more about the program and your
eligibility, visit www.greatlakes.edu.in

SRI BALAJI SOCIETY, PUNE SYNONYMOUS
WITH GOOD CAMPUS PLACEMENTS
I

Evolving continuously to
meet tomorrows needs

RANK

Andhra University, Vishakhapatnam
101
DAV Institute of Management, Faridabad
102
Indian Institute of Management, Rohtak
103
Indian Institute of Knowledge Management, Chennai
104
Institute of Business Management and Research, IPS Academy, Indore
105
Lovely Professional University, Phagwara
106
Indian Institute of Management, Raipur
107
Department of Management Studies, Malaviya National Institute of Technology, Jaipur 108
Birla Institute of Technology & Science (BITS, Pilani), Pilani
109
BK School of Business Management, Gujarat University, Ahmedabad
110
Department of Business Administration, University of Lucknow, Lucknow
111
School of Management, Pondicherry University, Puducherry
112
Amrut Mody School of Management, Ahmedabad University, Ahmedabad
113
ITM Business School, Chennai
114
ICBM School of Business Excellence, Hyderabad
115
IES Management College and Research Centre, Mumbai
116
International School of Business and Media, Kolkata
117
Department of Management Studies, National Institute of Technology, Tiruchirapalli 118
Chitkara Business School, Chandigarh
119
Alliance School of Business, Bangalore
120
International School of Business and Media, Pune
121
Shri Dharmasthala Manjunatheshwara Institute for Management Development, Mysore 122
Sri Sai Ram Institute of Management Studies, Chennai
123
Rajiv Gandhi Indian Institute of Management, Shillong
124
Symbiosis Institute of Operations Management, Nashik
125
Indian Institutute of Forign Trade, Kolkata
126
Dr. VN Bedekar Institute of Management Studies, Thane
127
Maharaja Sayajirao University of Baroda, Vadodara
128
Birla Institute of Technology, Mesra
129
Symbiosis Centre for Information Technology, Pune
130
Xavier Institute of Management and Research, Mumbai
131
Meghnad Saha Institute of Technology, Kolkata
132
Madhusudan Institute of Co-Operative Management, Bhubaneswar
133
MS Ramaiah Institute of Management, Bangalore
134
Jaipuria Institute of Management, Lucknow
135
Prin. LN Welingkar Institute of Management Development and Research, Bangalore 136
National Institute of Agricultural Extension Management, Hyderabad
137
International Institute Of Professional Studies, Devi Ahilya University, Indore 138
Dev Bhoomi Institute of Management Studies, Dehradun
139
Babu Banarasi Das National Institute of Technology and Management, Lucknow 140
Durgadevi Saraf Institute of Management Studies, Mumbai
141
University of North Bengal, Siliguri
142
Regional College of Management, Bhubaneswar
143
Mody University of Science & Technology, Laxmangarh
144
ITS Institute of Management, Greater Noida
145
PSG Institute of Management, Coimbatore
146
Jain University, Bangalore
147
Vinod Gupta School of Management, Indian Institute of Technology, Kharagpur 148
Gandhi Institute of Management Studies, Gunupur
149
Shanti Business School, Ahmedabad
150

ts an upbeat environment at the management
institutes of Sri Balaji Society, Pune. It is celebration
and party time for the senior students of Balaji Institute
of Modern Management, Balaji Institute of Telecom and
Management, Balaji Institute of International Business &
Balaji Institute of Management and Human Resource Development, as these institutes have enjoyed marvelous campus placements during the current season also. Nearly 300
companies from all over India have already visited the beautiful campus, which has a state of art infrastructure spread
over 20 acres of prime land in an industrial area. Many more
companies are still visiting all these institutes. As all the
students of the four institutes are presented for the combined
campus placements at a time, the companies find it attractive
to visit them as they can pick up the best from all the specializations from one destination.
"Great things are happening here. To see smiling and
jumping seniors is something one should witness and enjoy.
A sense of achievement is written in large on their relaxed
faces. There are a few students awaiting their placement
and are tensed. I don’t know why? The going is so good…
companies are still coming. After all, they are required to
pass out in May only. Many more companies are expected."
says Miss Aditi Priydarshani a junior student from BIMM.
It is a fact, the institutes are updating the placement
data in their websites regularly, and the data shows that
550 out of 745 students have already received their job offers
in companies like Vedanta which offered a compensation
of 11.2 lakhs. Nearly 400 students have received job offers
with a package of 5 lakhs and above - many amongst them
are in the salary zone of 6 lakhs and above. The Director
of Corporate Relations of Sri Balaji Society, is very optimistic about the rest of the placements which are in progress. But then how about those institutes which claim
average salaries of 10, 15 and 20 lakhs? “IIMs and XLRIs
mostly comprise of students with prior job experiences
which explains their high placements with generous salaries. Where as in our case, we are talking about fresh
graduates who are recruited as Management Trainees.
Those with relevant work experience from the industry
for a period of 3 years and above will always attract higher salaries like in the case of IIMs while the institutes
where people without work experience are admitted, the
average salary is not very high . .” Says, B, Parandhaman,
the Principal Director of the society.
To mention a few of the companies which have participated in the combined campus placement of the management institutes under aegis of Sri Balaji Society, Pune are;
Standard Chartered Bank, ICICI Bank, HDFC Bank, Indus
Ind Bank, Kotak Bank, People Strong Consulting, Kansai
Nerolac, Mahindra & Mahindra, Hundai, Infosys, Eclerk
Services, Limstorm Services, Indus Towers, Zee Entertainment, TCS, TCS BPS, Dell India and so on.
The important point is almost all the students are
fresh graduates from all over India selected through
a scientific admission process in all the state capitals
of the country. The students admitted to various
specializations such as Marketing, Finance, Operation and Supply Chain, HR, International Business,
Telecom and Systems undergo very intensive training schedules to develop and hone the competitive
skills that are demanded by companies from various
sectors. The induction training itself is held for two

months from 18 June of each year for which the topmost
trainers are deployed through a consultancy.
“We have excellent faculties who have broad experience
from the industry. Our library is full of latest books and
journals. ‘Discipline’ is a key word in Sri Balaji Society. Our
day in the class starts at 8:00 A.M. and extends upto 8:00 P.M.
with lunch break. Life is very hectic here and we get frustrated sometimes. But we also realize that the NDA type
training is more in our interest than to trouble us. After-all
the society is spending on us for every minute. More classes,
workshops, seminars, management games, sports, co-curricular activities and so on, only reflect the concern of our
institute to ensure fruitful placements at the end of the day”
says Mr. Prateek Mathur the President, Student Council
BIMM. Sri Balaji Society is not only known for 'Discipline,
Dedication and Determination' but also for 'Campus
Placements'."Produce Gold. It will be sold.' Says a Prof B
Paramanandan, proudly.
For more details:
S.No. 55/2-7, Tathawade, Off Mumbai Bangalore Bypass,
Pune - 411 033.
Tel.: 020-66741235/36, 30631235/36, 09673338787
E-mail : admissions@balajisociety.org,
Website: www.balajisociety.org
Dr(Col) A Balasubramanian
Executive Director,
BIMM Dean,
BITM, BIIB & BIMHRD
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TOP 151-200 B SCHOOLS
RANK

BN College Of Engineering and Technology, Lucknow
Acharya’s Bangalore Business School, Bangalore
Department of Management Studies,
Indian School of Mines, Dhanbad
Kurukshetra University, Kurukshetra
Kirloskar Institute of Advanced Management Studies, Pune
Indira Gandhi Sahkari Prabandh Sansthan, Lucknow
Institute of Management and Information Technology, Cuttack
Presidency College, Bangalore
Sri Krishna Institute of Management Centre for
Excellence in Management Education, Coimbatore
Durgapur Institute of Management & Science, Durgapur
Utkal University, Bhubaneswar
Govindram Seksaria Institute of Management
and Research, Indore
Karunya School of Business, Leadership and
Management, Karunya University, Coimbatore
St Joseph's Degree and PG College, Hyderabad
ABV- Indian Institute of Information
Technology and Management, Gwalior
GRG School of Management Studies, Coimbatore
PES University, Bangalore
JIS School of Management, Kolkata
Suryadatta Institute of Management, Pune
Institute of Business and Computer Studies, Bhubaneswar
Berhampur University, Berhampur
Asia-Pacific Institute of Management, Delhi
School of Management, National Institute
of Technology, Warangal
Jaipuria Institute of Management, Noida
Maharaja Krishnakumarsinhji Bhavnagar University,
Bhavnagar
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174
175

INSTITUTE/B SCHOOL

CH Institute of Management and Commerce, Indore
Faculty of Management, Jiwaji University, Gwalior
Fakir Mohan University, Balasore
Sona School of Management, Salem
YMCA University of Science and Technology, Faridabad
Bharati Vidyapeeth's Institute of
Management Studies and Research, Navi Mumbai
School of Management, Dr. DY Patil University,
Navi Mumbai
Institute of Management Studies,
Devi Ahilya University, Indore
MS Patel Institute of Management Studies (FMS), Vadodara
Department of Business Administration,
Assam University, Silchar
Krishna Institute of Engineering and Technology, Ghaziabad
Medi-Caps Institute of Technology and Management, Indore
Vidyalankar Institute of Technology, Mumbai
Chetana's Institute of Management and Research,Mumbai
Sanghvi Institute of Management and Science, Indore
Ramaiah University, Bangalore
Institute of Public Enterprise, Hyderabad
Vel Tech Business School, Chennai
Gian Jyoti Institute of Management and Technology, Mohali
Sri Aurobindo Institute of Management
& Science, Indore
Himachal Pradesh University Business School, Shimla
Badruka College Post Graduate Centre, Hyderabad
Pioneer College of Management, Kolkata
Dr. Ambedkar Memorial Institute of Information
Technology and Management Science, Rourkela
Institute of Rural Management, Jaipur
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Module 2 Factual Data

Module 3 Perceptual Survey

Collection
Collected factual data from the
shortlisted B-Schools. Contacts
made through e-mails, calls and
through courier if required

A structured questionnaire was
administered to respondents.
Respondents were asked to rate
schools which were considered
as top Schools

MODULE 1 DESK RESEARCH - LIST OF BSCHOOLS FOR THE SURVEY
The module 1 was a secondary research module. A comprehensive list of
B schools was generated with the help
of internet, magazines and other publications. The various sources used for
generation of school list included:
l List of school from previous surveys
l A discussion with industry experts to
add/ delete any school to ensure we have
a comprehensive list
As it is not possible to get a completely exhaustive list of schools and include
them in the survey, we had option of
adding any new school name in the survey form if any respondent mentioned
any school name outside our list. Effectively, every B school had a chance of
getting covered in the survey if their
name was mentioned by the respondents.
MODULE 2 FACTUAL DATA COLLECTION
The factual data sheet focuses on the
following information areas:
SELECTION PROCESS
l Affiliation/ accreditations / collaboration
a. AICTE/ AIU/ NBA
b. Foreign university collaborations
l Learning Component
a. Curriculum
b. Faculty
c. Pedagogy
l Future Orientation
a. Global exposure
b. Industry Interaction/ live projects/
corporate internship
c. Potential to network/ alumni outreach
l Infrastructure/ facilities
l Placement
MODULE 3 PERCEPTUAL SURVEY

In the perceptual survey module, a
strucutred Questionnaire was administered to selected respondents including HR professionals, faculty, young
management executives, management
students, aspiring students & parents
of aspiring management students to
arrive at a ranking & rating of B
Schools. The sample selection was
done using convenience sampling
method though the sample was spread
out geographically to get better representation. A sample survey of 1550 was
conducted in across 16 cities (4 cities
each in Zone) viz Delhi-NCR, Mumbai,
Chennai, Kolkata, Bangalore, Hyderabad, Ahmadabad, Kochi, Chandigarh, Pune, Indore, Jaipur, Lucknow,
Bhubaneswar, Patna & Guwahati. The
geographical spread of the sample was
ensured by selecting multiple starting
points spread across the cities.
There were two main respondent
categories who were interviewed to
evaluate B schools in Perceptual survey. The respondent categories included:
Experiential
l Recruiters/ HR professionals
l Alumni/ Young Executives
Perceptual
l Faculty
l Current students
l Aspiring students
l Parents of apsiring students
Respondents were provided a list
of parameters to evaluate the B
schools & rate on a scale of 1-10 where
1 means poor & 10 means for excellent. The list of parameters covered
in the survey was arrived at based on
past surveys as well as discussions

Analysis & Final Ranking
Combined Factual &
Perceptual Score by
applying weights each
parameter as per
importance

with experts from the industry experts and teachers etc.
The questionnaire was so designed that both experiential & perceptual target respondents could be
exposed to the same set of parameters – this ensured that the scores of
different stakeholders could be correlated and collated to arrive at a
single final score.
ANALYSIS AND FINAL RANKING
OF B SCHOOLS
A robust approach is followed to
arrive at the final rankings. The step
by step process is given below:
Perceptual Score
l Ratings on various parameters for
each B school
l Calculating importance of various
parameters to arrive at weights for
each parameter – we use a regression
model to arrive at the importance of
various parameters
l Calculation of raw scores and
weighted scores for each parameter
l Calculation of overall score for each
B school using importance weightage
Factual Score
l The information collected corresponding to similar parameters as in
the perceptual survey
l A detailed scoring system has been
developed for each parameter
l After assigning scores to each parameter, raw scores were calculated
l The raw scores were weighted by
their importance to arrive at weighted
scores
l The final B school score were calculated as in the perception survey
l The final score for a B school were
a weighted average of Perception

Top B Schools (Course Curriculum)

T

amil Nadu is a state with many villages and farmers where most of
the population lives in rural
areas. The knack to start a MBA
program in a rural area like krishnankoil was not done overnight by
Kalasalingam University. The
graduate program provides current information and skills in
banking and insurance, finance,
human resources, marketing, retail
management and systems and actuarial science. Computer laboratory
which is thoroughly equipped with all necessary updated software packages for business and research analysis.
The faculties handling this graduate course
are well qualified where 50% of them are PhD
holders and other half are pursuing their
researches. The curriculum is focused mainly on the skills and knowledge necessary to
meet the unique challenges. The faculties also
published more than 50 papers in the reputed
national and international journals. Kalasalingam University also signed memorandum

of understanding with some of the leading
foreign universities like Carnegie Mellon
University, USA, soongsil university, South
Korea, Oklahoma University, USA, Cambridge University, UK and many more. They
have also received students from Soongsil
University and Hannam University through
student exchange programs. International
and national conferences, faculty develoment

Top B Schools (Industry Interaction)

E

stablished in 1996, Chetana’s Institute of
Management & Research has sprawling
campus in Bandra, Mumbai. Launched
under the auspices of the Chetana Trust, Chetana’s Institute of Management & Research
(CIMR), the dream of its founder Late Shri Madhukarrao D. Chaudhari has emerged among
the best management institutes in Mumbai.
It’s world class facilities include a large
amphitheater, working spaces, library, spacious lecture theaters, a well-equipped computer lab and Wi-Fi throughout the campus.
It’s two-year full time programmes viz. Post Graduate Diploma in Management (PGDM), Post Graduate Diploma in Management – Marketing (PGDM –
Marketing), Post Graduate Diploma in Management
- Retail Management (PGDM – Retail), ensures best
in academics with rigorous practical training, sharpening students’ thinking to generate innovative ideas
and solutions. It continuously incorporates contemporary subjects. The PGDM with 180 seats offers
specialization in Finance, Human Resources, Marketing, Systems & Operations. The PGDM (Marketing) with 60 seats offers specialization in Mar-
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Rank

Indian Institute of Management, Ahmedabad
Indian Institute of Management, Calcutta
Indian Institute of Management, Bangalore
Indian Institute of Management, Lucknow
Indian Institute of Management, Kozhikode
Xavier Institute of Management, Bhubaneswar
Amity Business School, Noida
Management Development Institute, Gurgaon
Xavier Labour Relations Institute, Jamshedpur
Faculty of Management Studies, University of Delhi, Delhi
Prin. LN Welingkar Institute of Management Development and Research, Mumbai
Indian Institute of Management, Indore
International Management Institute, Delhi
Institute of Management Technology, Ghaziabad
Loyola Institute of Business Administration, Chennai

Top B Schools (Placement)
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Rank

Indian Institute of Management, Ahmedabad
Indian Institute of Management, Calcutta
Indian Institute of Management, Bangalore
Indian Institute of Management, Lucknow
Indian Institute of Management, Kozhikode
Xavier Labour Relations Institute, Jamshedpur
Xavier Institute of Management, Bhubaneswar
Faculty of Management Studies, University of Delhi, Delhi
Management Development Institute, Gurgaon
Amity Business School, Noida
Prin. LN Welingkar Institute of Management Development and Research, Mumbai
International Management Institute, Delhi
Indian Institute of Management, Indore
Indian Institute of Foreign Trade, Delhi
Institute of Management Technology, Ghaziabad

Score and Factual Score - equal
weight age given to both
SOME CAVEATS/ASSUMPTIONS:
l Only those B schools for which
we received more than 30 responses,
were included in the ranking
l Further a few B schools refused
to participate in the survey –
such B schools were removed
from the list
l Some of the B schools could not
provide the factual data completely
l For all such gaps, an average
score is assigned to the B Schools
l Those B School which got established 2010 or before were included
in final rankings.

programs, workshops, Business plan
contest, Entrepreneur awareness program
are conducted periodically to improve the
competencies of the students. They regularly conduct “Workshop on SEBI Financial
Education” for M.B.A Students and Arts and
Science Colleges students of Madurai and
Virudhunagar District.
They held hands with some industrial partners like Idhayam group of companies and
Susee group of companies for enhancing the
marketing and communication skills among
students. Guest lectures are given by eminent personalities from IIM, IIT, BIT and
NIT. It is arranged frequently to develop student’s knowledge in the field
of management and business administration. The university has sophisticated innovation and entrepreneurship development cell which trains and
gives moral support in establishing business units. Through this the students can
interact with successful entrepreneurs, Financial Institutions, District Industrial Centers
and also the students are encouraged to prepare
a Business Plan. The same is evaluated by a
panel of Industrialists. Campus interview are
conducted at the end of third semester and they
are able to place all the students. They will
carry out their projects in the 4th semester with
stipends. They are able to reach this height only
because of the constant interaction with alumni and the very supporting distinguished industrial partners.

World class facilities and teaching methodology makes
CIMR stand apart
keting & the PGDM (Retail Management) with 30
seats offersspecialization in Retail Management.
To develop Chetana as a world class Management
Institution of excellence with a view to developing
outstanding, dynamic and enterprising business
professionals who make valuable contributions to
the business, society and environment at large.
Chetana is committed to prepare students as successful leaders who combine the use of managerial
skills with the understanding of socio-cultural systems, to meet the current and future needs of industry, society and environment at large. The institute
is committed to ensure excellence through highquality learning for its students.
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Indian Institute of Management, Ahmedabad
Indian Institute of Management, Bangalore
Indian Institute of Management, Calcutta
Indian Institute of Management, Kozhikode
Indian Institute of Management, Lucknow
Xavier Institute of Management, Bhubaneswar
Management Development Institute, Gurgaon
Xavier Labour Relations Institute, Jamshedpur
Faculty of Management Studies, University of Delhi, Delhi
Amity Business School, Noida
Prin. LN Welingkar Institute of Management Development and Research, Mumbai
Indian Institute of Management, Indore
Loyola Institute of Business Administration, Chennai
Institute of Management Technology, Ghaziabad
Indian Institute of Foreign Trade, Delhi

Note: Present survey has been conducted by an independent Research Agency named i3 Research Consultants using stated methodology
for arriving at given rankings.

MBA , the Next Level –
Kalasalingam University

Rank

Indian Institute of Management, Ahmedabad
Indian Institute of Management, Calcutta
Indian Institute of Management, Bangalore
Indian Institute of Management, Lucknow
Indian Institute of Management, Kozhikode
Faculty of Management Studies, University of Delhi, Delhi
Amity Business School, Noida
Xavier Labour Relations Institute, Jamshedpur
Management Development Institute, Gurgaon
Prin. LN Welingkar Institute of Management Development and Research, Mumbai
International Management Institute, Delhi
Indian Institute of Management, Indore
Loyola Institute of Business Administration, Chennai
Indian Institute of Foreign Trade, Delhi
Jamnalal Bajaj Institute of Management Studies, Mumbai

176
177
178
179
180

Research Methodology
Module 1 Desk Research - List
of B Schools for the Survey
Short list of B-Schools through secondary research which are AICTE/
AIU/UGC approved and have appeared in previous researches

Top B Schools (Pedagogy)

RANK

PARAMETER-WISE RANKING

INSTITUTE/B SCHOOL

USPs of the Institute

l Near Western, Central, Metro and Harbour

Railway lines

l Near Airport
l Near BKC (Second financial hub of Mumbai)
l Near Entertainment Centers and Malls

The students at CIMR are taught by well-respected faculty and experienced business practitioners.
Alumni too contribute to the development of the
current group of students by mentoring and guiding.
A healthy mix of academics, practical training in simulated and real life environment along
with co-curricular activities is the hallmark of
CIMR. The professionals who come out of the
institute not only have sound academic knowledge but also well trained in technical and soft
skills, which are a must for a successful Management Professional.
The Institute has started its admission process for the academic year 2015-16 for the programmes viz. PGDM, PGDM (Marketing) &
PGDM (Retail Management)
Chetana’s Institute of Management and Research
Survey No. 341, Govt. Colony, New Building
Bandra (E), Mumbai – 400051
Telephone Nos. +91 22 65286696/64520803/4
Email: info@cimr.in | website: www.cimr.in
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Top B Schools (Faculty)

Rank

Indian Institute of Management, Ahmedabad
Indian Institute of Management, Calcutta
Indian Institute of Management, Bangalore
Indian Institute of Management, Lucknow
Indian Institute of Management, Kozhikode
Prin. LN Welingkar Institute of Management Development and Research, Mumbai
Faculty of Management Studies, University of Delhi, Delhi
Xavier Institute of Management, Bhubaneswar
Amity Business School, Noida
Xavier Labour Relations Institute, Jamshedpur
Management Development Institute, Gurgaon
Indian Institute of Management, Indore
Loyola Institute of Business Administration, Chennai
International Management Institute, Delhi
Institute of Management Technology, Ghaziabad

Top B Schools (Infrastructure)

Rank

Indian Institute of Management, Ahmedabad
Indian Institute of Management, Calcutta
Indian Institute of Management, Bangalore
Indian Institute of Management, Kozhikode
Indian Institute of Management, Lucknow
Management Development Institute, Gurgaon
Xavier Labour Relations Institute, Jamshedpur
Amity Business School, Noida
Indian Institute of Management, Indore
Faculty of Management Studies, University of Delhi, Delhi
Prin. LN Welingkar Institute of Management Development and Research, Mumbai
Loyola Institute of Business Administration, Chennai
Institute of Management Technology, Ghaziabad
International Management Institute, Delhi
Indian Institute of Foreign Trade, Delhi

Top B Schools (Value for Money)
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Rank

Indian Institute of Management, Ahmedabad
Indian Institute of Management, Bangalore
Indian Institute of Management, Calcutta
Indian Institute of Management, Lucknow
Indian Institute of Management, Kozhikode
Faculty of Management Studies, University of Delhi, Delhi
Xavier Institute of Management, Bhubaneswar
Amity Business School, Noida
International Management Institute, Delhi
Xavier Labour Relations Institute, Jamshedpur
Management Development Institute, Gurgaon
Indian Institute of Management, Indore
Prin. LN Welingkar Institute of Management Development and Research, Mumbai
Loyola Institute of Business Administration, Chennai
Indian Institute of Foreign Trade, Delhi

Top B Schools (Global Exposure)
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Rank

Indian Institute of Management, Ahmedabad
Indian Institute of Management, Bangalore
Indian Institute of Management, Calcutta
Indian Institute of Management, Lucknow
Indian Institute of Management, Kozhikode
Management Development Institute, Gurgaon
Faculty of Management Studies, University of Delhi, Delhi
Prin. LN Welingkar Institute of Management Development and Research, Mumbai
International Management Institute, Delhi
Indian Institute of Management, Indore
Amity Business School, Noida
Xavier Labour Relations Institute, Jamshedpur
Indian Institute of Foreign Trade, Delhi
Institute of Management Technology, Ghaziabad
Loyola Institute of Business Administration, Chennai
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Breaking New
Grounds in Education
J

IMS Kalkaji, New Delhi, has
broken new ground by breaking into the top league of Management Institutions in the country.
Jagannath International Management School, Kalkaji was founded in
1997 with a clear vision and purpose
of grooming world class business
leaders to meet the challenges of a
rapidly changing business environment. The institute has been steered
by clear and effective leadership of
its visionary and ebullient Chairman,
Dr. Amit Gupta, an alumnus of SRCC,
IIFT & GGSIPU and bestowed with
the coveted Top Rankers Award of
"Academia Leadership in Entrepreneurial Excellence" in
2014.

Helping India
become the Intellectual capital
of the World

Sarv Saksham

Apart from Summer
JIMS, founded in
training/ Corporate intern1993, has been the
ship which is an integral
flag bearer in impartpart of the curriculum for
ing quality education
providing hands on experiwith a holistic conence to practical business
cern for life, environ- Dr. Amit Gupta,
situations, JIMS students
ment, society and Chairman
also get benefit from JIMS
ethics.Over all these
PEDP (personal effectiveness
years apart from putting up state of
and development program) which
the art infrastructure, the corner- helps develop effective communicastone of their programs has been to
tion, inter personal team and leaderbuild competency through leader- ship skills, to help succeed anywhere
ship, technology, industry interface
in the world. The students also get to
and global exposure. One of the first
gain global exposure with a free
institutes to be IP affiliated, JIMS Is travel cum study tour to MDIS (SinISO 9001:2008 Quality certified
gapore)
School with expertise in nurturing
Students are kept up-to-date with
budding professionals to become
the best techniques and innovative
future business leaders and model
practices followed by the tip managcitizens of modern society.
ers in reputed companies through
JIMS alumni are placed in Mckin- live projects, case studies, guest lecsey, Citibank, ICICI, HDFC, ITC, tures, seminars, conferences, workNestle, HSBC, Deloitte, HCL, Wipro shops and industrial visits.
and even internationally with WWG
JIMS strictly follows the old school
(Europe), U- Flex (Dubai), Pantex
of thought wherein discipline is the
International ( Bangkok), to name key to success. Each student is exjust a few.
pected to uphold high standards and
conduct themselves on and off campus with dignity.
A strong belief in the funda-

mentals of Guru – shishya
empowerment
The heart of the matter is providing intellectually inclined, well disciplined environment, wherein the
students get ample opportunity to be
mentored and guided towards building a strong foundation to plan their
future around it. JIMS students get
benefit from immense collective experience of well qualified faculty
drawn from SRCC, FMS, IIFT, MDI,
with specialization in diverse areas
including Marketing, Finance, HRD,
Economics, IT as well business leaders from host of corporate like Airtel,
Oracle, Microsoft, who bring in
wealth of knowledge and practical
skills to the class rooms to further
enrich the learning experience.

Infrastructure
JIMS kalakji campus in close
proximity to Nehru Place metro station is a state of the art learning
centre fully wi-fi ,equipped with air
conditioned classrooms with multimedia facilities, fully computerized
AC library, hi-tech labs equipped
with computers, ultra modern conference & seminar halls, auditorium
with latest audio –visual equipments.

Industry Integrated 2 year
PGDM programmes
Most sought after, AICTE approved JIMS programmes are AIU
approved equivalent to MBA. JIMS
also has tie ups with NHRD, KPMG,

CMYK

AIMA, PHD Chamber and NEN for
designing and providing world class
curriculum in line with industry
needs. These tie ups help students in
developing professional competence
through knowledge sessions, panel
discussions, power meetings with
top industry professionals. These tie
ups also help organize campus visits
by eminent HR Managers for final
placements.

Excellent placement record
JIMS boasts of almost 100% placement with highest salary of over 13
lacs p.a. and average salary of 6 lacs
p.a in campus placements with over
200 top companies vying to hire JIMS
students.

JIMS Alumni
Life at JIMS is motley of cultural extravaganza such as the Zest
& Dandiya, Kshitiz, Celebrity Nite
and co-curricular activities such as
Markathon, Case Study, Quiz &
Presentation competitions, National and International Seminars
and Conferences.
This institute has a vibrant
alumni network which has been the
bulwark of its foray into the corporate world. Reminiscing about the
institute, Mohammed Gyasuddin,
Asian Paints says “My learning at
JIMS has certainly brought about
a total transformation in my approach towards life and society. My
communication skills and overall
confidence levels have increased
manifold.”
For queries:
Help Line: 09868239472 Toll
Free: 1800-11-2074
Jagannath International Management School (JIMS, Kalkaji)
MOR Pocket 105, Kalkaji, New
Delhi-110019
Ph: +91-11-40619200
email: admission@jagannath.
org, Website: www.jagannath.org
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MANAGEMENT EDUCATION
@SRM UNIVERSITY
O

ne of India’s leading institute - SRM University embarked upon an ambitious strategic
initiative to ensure that SRM continues to
educate future leaders and to find solutions to the
most pressing global challenges through its International Advisory Board with eminent scholars from 40
top universities/organisation across the world, Corporate Advisory Board with eminent executives from
215 leading companies, Faculty Abroad Program,
Student Semester Abroad Program, Research Institute, Innovation in Teaching and Learning Pedagogy,
and Diversity of students from 48 countries and from
across India.
All these led the University to be ranked as India’s
No.1 (factual ranking) by a publication in 2013, earlier
by “The Education Times” (The Times of India) and a
media house. The university is accredited by NAAC with
“A” grade and placed in “A” category by MHRD. Ranked
7th under India's Best BBA Colleges 2014 by a publication
Group. SRM Faculty of Management has won the excellence award from Madras Management Association

Learning Management @ SRM
SRM Faculty of Management offers several ways
to build a student’s career in the exciting world of
business. They offer BBA, MBA, MBA-MPH (Master
of Public Health),(School of Public Health and Faculty of Management of SRM), MBA-MHM(Master
of Health Management) (Dual degree with University of New South Wales (UNSW), Australia. Flexible
curriculum through participatory pedagogy and
case study methods to horn innovative and creative
solutions through new courses that blend with industry requirements….to mention a few; Philosophy
for Management and Business Analytics. They offer
wide range of electives which includes vertical specialization in ERP, Pharma, Hospitality, Hospital and
Health Care, Retailing, Agri-Management, Auto Industry, Project Management, Media and Communication, Banking Financial Service and Insurance. As
value added courses certificate course in Quantitative
Finance and Financial Markets are designed.
SRM MBA has the edge in practical exposure. For
Hospital and Health Care Management, SRM Hospital brings the practical exposure. Similarly in Hospitality it is SRM Hotel and in Media and Communication it is with New Gen Media.
SRM University in collaboration with Times Centre
for Learning Limited (TCLL)/ Times Pro has launched
a two year full time residential program in the Banking
sector as a new Industry Academia Talent Development
venture - Master of Management Studies specializing
in Banking and Financial Services (MMS - B& FS) or
Business Analytics (MMS -BA).

VOICE OF STUDENTS
"SRM Faculty of Management is a place
to think about big ideas. And to build
knowledge, skills, and connections that
will benefit you for the rest of your life."
Sowmya, MBA Student.
“SRM Faculty of management helped me
step out of my comfort zones and let me
face the world with confidence"
Parvathy Manoj, BBA student.
Great exposure of Academics and Infrastructure made me to make the best use
of it. The degree of freedom given here to
build and expose our talent is tremendous.
Ajith. S, MBA Student.
Industry expectation is the motive for Management
graduates. They are expected to have domain knowledge in all the functional areas of management coupled
with good communication interpersonal and team
building skills. They are equipped with multi-skill
capabilities and professional attitude to learn, innovate
and apply. The traditional two year MBA degree is the
flagship program and the most sought after by aspiring
and budding business managers. They also engage in
grooming analytical and original thinkers and blooming global leaders, with a class of professionalism.
Known for both rigor and innovation, the flexible
curriculum and intensive, hands-on coursework gives
students a holistic view of the ¬field, an understanding
of how to solve problems, and a focus on modelling and
abstraction that prepares them for success in a wide
range of industries. The students explore subjects to
dynamic advancement in today’s high-tech society.
Faculty of Management has adopted the AEP model: Learning through Application, Experience and
Participation. The programs are tailored meticulously
keeping in mind industry dynamics and an ever changing economic environment. They improve your verbal
ability and incisive reasoning. They also mould you to
be an effective decision maker.

International Exposure @ SRM
“Diversity enriches the educational experience”.
Unique mixture of talent, personalities, and cultural backgrounds at SRM prepares students to
become successful professionals.
They also offer short term study for a period of one or
two semesters for overseas students. For Semester Abroad

The structure of the PGDM program at DSIMS and differentiators
like Managers in Making, Conclaves and Rural/International immersions
has helped me begin
my consulting career
and gave me that
extra value add over
others.
Rushab Mehta, PGDM
Batch 2011-13, Consultant, IT Advisory/Financial Services– Ernst & Young

Life at SRM is a celebration. SRM ecosystem provides many activities for the students beyond classrooms like personality development programs, periodic industrial visits, workshops and seminars, corporate clubs, research projects and Q and A sessions with
CEOs. The program establishes a research environment, getting students and faculty involved in research
and innovation. Opportunities are given to students

"In a short span of four
years, DSIMS has won many
accolades because of its
pragmatic curriculum architecture. Our research oriented faculty team has designed the curricula of different programmes with high
level of corporate
input which enables our management students to maintain
their supremacy
in the corporate
world"
Dr. C. Babu,
Director
It has a well equipped library with
books, international journals and
data bases like EBSCO, Prowess,
IES, CRISIL Research among others. The state-of-the-art hostel facility for women students is laced with
all the modern facilities required by
students.
DSIMS would like to be known as
research led institution. Abiding by
the above, DSIMS has an indigenous
centre for Research Under the aegis
of Remsons Centre for Management
Research. The research centre had
organized an International Conference on the theme "The Rise of Asia
- Opportunities and Challenges" on
14th March, 2014 at the Institute
premises. The Conference was inaugurated by Chief Guest Dr. Liu Youfa (Consul General of China).
The Top tier companies participating in Placements at DSIMS include L&T Infotech, Edelweiss Financial Services, Citigroup, Standard Chartered Bank, Thomson
Reuters, Deutsch Bank, Zycus Infotech, ITC Wills Lifestyle, Oil &
Natural Gas Corporation (ONGC),
Raymond, Times of India, Havels,
L&T Auto, Ambuja Cements Limited, Fiat India to name a few.
For details contact:
Durgadevi Saraf Institute of
Management Studies (DSIMS)
S.V. Road, Malad (W),Mumbai 400 064.Tel.: 022 66812311 / 25
Mob.: 90044 44059 / 69
Email :admission@dsims.org.in,
Website : www.dsims.org.in

MESSAGE FROM DEAN
“Our teams at SRM are excited. We strive to challenge the bounds of our
creativity in curriculum design and class work. Learning through Application,
Experience and Participation (AEP) is the important contexts of our educational
program. The program supports new opportunity in interdisciplinary education
and employee engagement while leveraging cutting edge technology to adapt
to the learning styles of our diverse community. SRM empowers the faculty with
resources that allow them to strap up the creative energy of our students.
The faculty are motivated to publish their research work in Scopus indexed
research journals. They are highly enthused to reach the target collectively by
the spirit of research and publications. Having initiated the process of International accreditation we have set the globe as our arena.
SRM remains a centre of creativity, learning, intellectual energy and excitement”.
Dr. Jayshree Suresh, Dean Faculty of management.

CHENNAI BUSINESS
SCHOOL

W

D

Life beyond studies

AEP Model

Creating Corporate Leaders
through innovative Pedagogy

SIMS, established in 2010 is
affiliated to the University
of Mumbai and is approved
by AICTE as well as DTE. Ranked
as one of Asia's Fastest Growing
Private Education Institute at the
WCRC Leaders Excellence Awards
2012-13, DSIMS is committed to the
mission of shaping vibrant young
minds by imparting managerial,
entrepreneurial and leadership
skills. DSIMS is ranked among the
top B-Schools in India as per the
Times B-School 2014 Survey.
To meet the requirement of the
industry and to keep the sanctity of
the class room learning, DSIMS has
developed a series of interventions
- a unique blended pedagogy through
case based learning where DSIMS
associates with Harvard Business
Publishing and a robust industry
connect through Industry Institute
Partnership Cell (IIPC) that runs a
series of guest lectures by stalwarts
from corporate and academia.
The academic conclaves at
DSIMS has attracted various eminent corporate personalities like
Mr. Satish Murjani, President - India and Asia Pacific, Bristlecone,
Ms. Minaxi Samant, Director (HR),
South Asia, Millward Brown; Ms.
Aparna Sharma, country head HR
Lafarge India, Mr. Sameer Chandra,
Director Citi bank, Mr. Rahul Pinjarkar, Vice President - Human Resources, Saint-Gobain Gyproc India
Ltd.; Mr. Madan Sabnavis, Chief
Economist, Credit Analysis & Research Ltd. Ms. Rashmi Bansal,
Celebrity Author.
DSIMS campus has a very vibrant ambience and is seamlessly
Wi-Fi enabled and air conditioned.

Program (SAP), students can come to SRM either during
fall or Spring (ODD/Even Semester). Meritorious students
of SRM are given the opportunity to spend a semester at
some of the best universities in the world for study or to
do their internship and projects. This valuable exposure
leads to a whole new sphere of learning with cross cultural experiences and brightens their job prospects globally creating graduates who are current and future ready.
Entrepreneurship is widely encouraged at the University through EWOB (‘Entrepreneurs without Border’). EWOB is an initiative of the University of Illinois
(US) and the only chapter operating in India is at the
Faculty of Management. EWOB is a student lead program that encourages entrepreneurial-minded collegiate
students to establish long term relationships with disenfranchised people in other countries and help them to
solve their business problems.
HNU-SRM Linton Global Leadership Programme: Hannam University and SRM University have embarked on a
newly designed leadership programme, as part of an ongoing MoU between the two institutions that will enable

27 young undergraduates from the Linton Global College
at Hannam University to gain a comprehensive understanding of Indian culture, business entrepreneurship and
computing, and how these have combined to give India its
unique and distinct business environment. This innovative
and cross disciplinary training programme is for 6 weeks.
The program is set to deepen the collaboration between
the two Universities, which are committed to using internationalism as a vehicle to strengthen key dimensions of education: teaching, learning and research.
International Educational trips are arranged to familiarize the student in the various aspects of International
Business in a multi-cultural global environment. This
provides students with practical and theoretical experience of various industries functioning globally. Students
get an opportunity to learn from other cultures and build
their future careers in the industry.
Faculty from Saxion Netherlands and SRM bring in
their knowledge sharing by mutual visits and participation in international meets. Under graduate (BBA) students will have the opportunity for adding value to their
academics by visit across the continent for a semester
or so. Similarly, SRM faculty and students are invited
by University of Dubai for an intensive internship for
a term. Similar exchanges are in the pipeline with
other global universities – Missouri State University
(US), University West (Sweden), ESIC (Spain).

hen passion is the
driver, excellence
is always the outcome. Chennai Business
School was commissioned
with a passion to provide
quality education and meet
the ever-changing demands
of Industry.
One of the steps taken in
the early days was to have a
clear definition of quality
education – which was to
equip students with skills to
readily understand the demands of Industry and contribute to its value-maximization objectives. And this is
what differentiated them
from the plethora of BSchools in Chennai.
At every point of time during the nine years of existence, they ensured that they
kept pace with the demands
of Industry and the expectations of students.
This was reflected in:
 The 3-Tier Management
 The Industry speakers
 The visiting faculty

senior management professionals) share their experiences and engage in discussion with their students on
a range of topics – from
strategy to corporate governance.
Visiting faculty
CBS has one of its mottos,
“Where professionals are
professors”. A large percentage of the specialization
courses are taught by practising management professionals.
Achievements
Not surprisingly, this passion to deliver has resulted
in many firsts for CBS.
 CBS is one of the first
B-Schools to be promoted
and run entirely by Industry
leaders
 CBS was one of the
youngest B-Schools in the
country to be rated among
the top 100.
 CBS has been rated
among the top 50 B-Schools

3-Tier Management
CBS has an Advisory
Board to provide guidance
at the strategic level and an
active Governing Council to
ensure that the commitments to all stakeholders are
met. Lastly, CBS has an Advisory Council for each specialization which ensures
that the curriculum is current and relevant to industry
requirements.
Such a robust structure
ensures at all times that CBS
is industry-focused and it
supplies “industry-ready
professionals”.

in the country
In the future, Management & students would see
CBS as a proactive Institution that constantly revisits
both the curriculum, and the
teaching methodology to
ensure that they remain current and continue to produce
industry-ready management professionals.

Industry speakers
Almost once every month,
and sometimes even more
frequently, senior practitioners are invited from the
Industry to interact with
their students. During these
sessions, the senior executives (mainly CXOs and very

CBS House, #48, Taramani
Link Road, Velachery,
Chennai – 600 042.
Tel: 044- 42424242
Email: admissions@cbs.org.
in
www.cbs.org.in
www.facebook.com/CBSCHENNAI

for getting involved in the modern day stock trading.
Faculty of Management fosters enduring relationships with industry and promotes several industrial
activities by faculty and students to acquire industrial exposure and to attract industry experts as
visiting faculty. The Interaction helps to create opportunities for research, consultancy, education
programs and student internships.
YUVA- ‘The Evolving Minds’ is a 24 hours’ Annual
Management Fest. It is a vibrant gathering of staff and
students of various departments coming together to
celebrate Founder’s Day. A host of programs like debate, fashion walk, poetry, skit, mime, tug-of-war, bestfrom-waste, Tamil-Mandram, chess, rapid quiz, painting, Best Manager, photography, Ad-zap, J-A-M, Women Cell activities, street theatre, and Yoga, bring incredible excitement in the air! It is truly a day of unlimited
fun and frolic! Yuva is nominated for Indian Excellence
award by Indian book of records – 2014.
The students and staff are also involved in Corporate
Social Responsibility through visiting orphanages and
homes for the destitute, and provide assistance to the
needy. They mobilise funds among students and the
general public for this purpose, inculcating a sense of
service to the needy in society.
Theme base conferences are conducted every year.
The recent conference focused on Data sciences and
business application. The emergence of big data and
data analytics opens up new avenues of academic
learning. In their continuous efforts of inculcating rich
and resourceful research culture for the enhancement
of workable business solutions. Students get trained
by technical consultants and experience online trading
under the guidance of experienced faculty.

Alumni Interface
SRM has a strong alumni network of more than ten
thousand, many of them holding senior positions in a
wide range of industries. Alumni regularly collaborate
with the school in updating the curriculum to make it
industry friendly and to guide the students in their career.

Partnerships
SRM maintains strategic partnerships with many
organizations that benefits prospective and current
MBA students, and is continually building and forging
new relationships with MMA(Madras Management
Association) CII(Confederation of Indian Industry),
NEN(National Entrepreneur Network), Enactus, PMI
(Project Management Institute), Chroma( Chennai Human Resource Officers Association and Manager Affinity), Systics (USA), and many other Companies.
These important partnerships work to assure greater
accessibility to our world-class business education and
support their mission of inclusion and equal opportunity. The partnerships benefit the students in myriad
ways: placements, term projects, summer internships,
experiential learning in entrepreneurship education
and attending conferences and seminars.
SRM University
SRM Nagar Kattankulathur - 603 203
Tamil Nadu, India.
Contact Information
Phone: 91-44-2745 5510, +91-44-4743 7500
E-Mail: admissions.india@srmuniv.ac.in
Visit Website: srmuniv.ac.in

Nurturing leaders for Innovation,
Execution, Empathy and Affordability
WeSchool with its divergent programs, is home to students from diverse educational and experience backgrounds who are ideators, creators, entrepreneurs and embody the power of execution

T

he World Economic Forum, in its Global Risks ReTo nurture youth leaders who will lead India into
port in 2015* assesses 28 global risks grouped into
the global world, WeSchool has always strived
five categories – economic, environmental, geopoat co-creating an ecosystem for convergence
litical, societal and technological. The report highlights
of design thinking, technology and empathy,
Water crisis (societal risk), Rapid and massive spread of
supported by our world class faculty; result oriented teachinfectious diseases (societal risk), Failure of climate-change
ing techniques and experiential learning. Our aim is to menadaptation (environmental risk) and also cites High structor global citizen leaders that are driven to work with passion
tural unemployment or underemployment (economic risk)
and empathy and are instrumental in creating a win-win
situation for all stakeholders in spite of a turbulent socioamong the top 5 global risks in terms of likelihood. (*Source:
economic environment.
Press release World Economic Forum, Global Risk Report
Prof Dr Uday Salunkhe,
2015: http://reports.weforum.org/global-risks-2015/pressGroup Director, WeSchool
releases/)
Clearly the way ahead needs not only talent that is
tional streams to leverage their knowledge and strengths
trained to think innovative right from assessing needs to
in order to create something meaningful through collabdesigning products, but one that empathizes with the needs
orative efforts.
of emerging nations in such a manner that more and more
 Interdesign 2014 ‘Humanising the Metropolis‘, with
people can access these innovative solutions. And while
doing so take into account fast depleting natural resources, International Council of Societies of Industrial
Design(icsid) and its experts hailing from over 40 member
environment changes and big economic shifts.
The need is therefore to have a Global Perspective and countries to discuss, debate and decipher the issues before
Social Consciousness and Courageous Leadership. This is any growing metropolis like Mumbai, applicable in other
precisely what the business management program at We- Indian metropolises and emerging international economies.
School offers. A framework that prepares them to become
 India Sweden Innovation Accelerator (ISIA), 2014, a
Global Citizen Leaders, tools of innovation led thinking
bilateral program that contributed to facilitating technoland an opportunity to work with cross functional teams.
ogy transfer and market entrance in India for Swedish
"The question today is if you can think it, tell me if you
cleantech companies, focusing on scaling and adapting
can make it, and then scale it responsibly."
their technologies to the local context. ISIA financed by the
Over the last 3 years WeSchool has been working acSwedish Energy Agency,
tively with the Center
was supported by the
for Creative leadership
Swedish Government as
(CCL), a US based orgawell as by the Indian
nization at the forefront
Ministry of New and
of leadership developRenewable Energy and
ment that has a blend of
the Bureau of Energy
business design, innoEfficiency, along with CII
vation and leadership
and Business Sweden.
development. This part International Connership has resulted in
ference On Social Media
over 400 students havMarketing In Emerging
ing successfully comMarkets (ICSMM), 2014
pleted 50 Projects over a
a two-day summit of
period of two years,
marketing professionals
turning them into solutions for societal and Prof Dr Uday Salunkhe, Group Director, WeSchool accepts from industry, academbusiness benefits. The the Best Management Institute Award from Hon.Ratan Tata. ics and researchers and
strategists to share their
program involves work- The award was conferred by the BMA, February, 2015
experiences, debate on
ing on live challenges in
the various domains that WeSchool provides through its various facets of social media and study its impact on businesses.
full-time programs such as Retail, Rural management,
 ReDx-Redesigning Diagnostics ,2015 presented by the
Healthcare management, E-business and in the functional spaces such as marketing, finance, human resourc- Camera Culture Group, MIT Media Lab, USA, Hinduja
es and operations offered by the two year full-time man- Hospital, IIT B and WeSchool, where affordable healthcare
diagnostics turned themselves into a reality, as Go-to-maragement program. The Global Citizen Leader program
provides the students to become mini-entrepreneurs and ket prototypes got showcased at the grand finale of ReDx.
WeSchool for its 2 year full time PGDM program is keen
CEO’s of the challenge space they work in providing an
on looking for select students from a holistic perspective
exposure out of the boardroom and bringing indirect
and has a selection process that encourages applicants from
engagement and work in the market.
The Global Citizen Leader has to remain focussed on the various education and experience backgrounds from difTriple Bottom Line, by not just planning the optimum uti- ferent geographical locations all over the nation.
Hence a profile based selection process, which assigns
lization of resources but also by being conscious of the fact
that they will be able to achieve the self-team-organization- significant value to previous academic performances,
extra-curricular activities, work experience, application
al goals only by collaborating with the multi-ethnic teams
of stakeholders located in different geo-political-cultural form essay and questions, GDPI and Competency test
along with the written test score of CAT 2014, XAT 2015,
arenas across the globe.
CMAT 2014 -15, ATMA 2014-15, Mh-CET 2015, where the
Some of the key initiatives that WeSchool has taken to
create many more interventions of innovation, empathy focus is to find the right fit for the student where they can
build their future.
and leadership in the last one year are:
 MIT Media Lab -WeSchool Design Innovation Workshop, 2014 their collaboration with MIT Media Lab, USA Admissions Open for two year full time PGDM
program for 2015-17 batch (Recognized by AICTE)
is a significant milestone that presented opportunities for
For more details log on to www.welingkar.org/pgdm or
nurturing design thinking at international standards, by
give us a missed call on 022 24530 50 50
bringing together Indian students from diverse educa-
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REGION-WISE RANKING

EMERGING B-SCHOOL

Top B Schools (North)

Delhi School of Business, Delhi
Is known for its Faculty and Corporate connect.
Rank
Delhi School of Business (VIPS Technical Campus)
was established in 2013, under the aegis of Vivekananda Institute of Professional Studies, Delhi.
Vivekananda Institute of Professional Studies was
established in the year 2000 with BIS (Hons.) and BA LLB courses. The
current course portfolio covers Bachelor’s in Business Administration
(BBA ), Bachelor of Arts & Bachelor in Law (BA LLB) , Maters in Law (LLM),
Bachelors in Commerce, Bachelor’s in Journalism & Mass Communication
(BJMC), Bachelor in Computer Application (BCA), and Masters in Computer Application (MCA). All these courses are affiliated to G.G.S.I.P. University, New Delhi.

1

Indian Institute of Management, Tiruchirapalli
Founded in 2011, IIM Tiruchirapalli has the IIM
brand tag & legacy. IIM Bangalore is the mentor
institute of IIM Tiruchirapalli. It has multiple international collaborations for its student exchange
program. It also has excellent track record placements. Has a pool of qualified faculty from renowned National and International B-Schools.

Rank

2

Top B Schools (East)

Indian Institute of Management, Udaipur
IIM, Udaipur established in 2011 & functioning under
the mentorship of IIM, Indore. Thus getting the leverage of unique pedagogy & course curriculum at
value for money proposition. It also has strong global exposure platform as it has entered into a tie up
with leading foreign universities.

Rank

3

Ansal University- School of
Management Studies, Gurgaon
Rank

4

AU-SMS offers three flagship programs viz. MBA, MBA
(Real Estate) & Executive MBA. Located in the heart of
Gurgaon’s corporate hub with a strong industry connect. Shapes future potential of students through well accomplished
faculty, experiential pedagogy & a vibrant campus.

Aditya Institute of Management
Studies & Research, Mumbai
Magnificent Infrastructure, with high caliber faculty,
rich research, industry, consulting and academic experience, one live project per student and 100% placement support to all students

Rank

5

Indian Institute of Management, Kashipur
Established in 2011, IIM, Kashipur is functioning under IIM, Lucknow. It has a very good
track record on placements & industry interaction. Besides it has multiple tie ups with
leading foreign universities.

Rank

6

S B Patil Institute of Management, Nigdi, Pune

Best Academic Results,100% Placement Assistance. Excellent Placement Track Record Summer Internship with
Stipend, Highly Experienced and Qualified
Teaching Staff, Excellent state of Art Infrastructure Mentoring, Counseling & Career
Rank
Guidance facility, Post Graduate Research
Center, Quality Excellence through Conferences, Seminars and Workshops, Care & Concern for Academic Excellence Soft Skills & Personality Development of Student

7

Madan Mohan Malaviya University of
Technology (MMMUT), Gorakhpur
Rank

8

Indian Institute of Management, Lucknow
Management Development Institute, Gurgaon
Faculty of Management Studies, University of Delhi, Delhi
Amity Business School, Noida
Indian Institute of Foreign Trade, Delhi
International Management Institute, Delhi
Institute of Management Technology, Ghaziabad
Institute of Management Studies, Ghaziabad
Birla Institute of Management Technology, Greater Noida
Delhi School of Management, Delhi Technological University, Delhi
Department of Industrial and Management Engineering, IIT Kanpur
FORE School of Management, Delhi
Department of Management Studies, Indian Institute of Technology, Delhi
Lal Bahadur Shastri Institute of Management, Delhi
Faculty of Management Studies, Manav Rachna International University, Faridabad

MMMUT, Gorakhpur got its university status in 2013,
has state-of-the-art infrastructure. It also has a
strong faculty base.

INDEX

T

he dream of every India MBA
aspirant is global exposure. Four
private Indian B-schools come
closest to giving their students a feel of
being on a global campus. These institutions are specialists (unlike Universities who are generalists) and focus all
their resources in delivering world class
MBA education. They have all developed Industry integrated programs,
excellent faculty, innovative pedagogy and ensure that their students get
opportunities in leading companies.
They are all led by Boards who have
exceptional global backgrounds.

by Aspen Institute, US, to develop Programs and has a Partnership with IBM
for research. What was unique of
SPJIMR is that they limited the number
of students of the flagship program to
just 240 and resisted the temptation of
getting into additional campuses which
has ensured that they are able to deliver a truly remarkable global education experience.

YOU’LL ONLY DO YOUR
PGDM ONCE, CHOOSE
IT WISELY
IMS, Ghaziabad
FOR A DETAIL REPORT,
LOG ON TO
www.timesbschoolsurvey.org

Great Lakes Institute of Management, Chennai
Founded by Bala Balachandran of
Kellogg School of Management fame,
was established to compete with ISB,
Hyderabad, with a vision to become the
leading management institution in
India providing Quality Education at
an affordable cost. Great Lakes follows
a Gurukulum system where faculty
and students live on Campus. Great
Lakes has 357 students and has established another Campus in Gurgaon.

Indian School of Business, Hyderabad
Founded by Rajat Gupta, Former
CEO of McKinsey & Anil Kumar
from Harvard and Wharton respectively who with the help of Wharton
Business School & Kellogg School
established India’s first truly Global
Business School, which featured in
top International rankings. They
grew to 850 students spread over two
campuses in Hyderabad & Mohali.
They have Academic alliances with
Fletcher School, Tufts University and
Wharton School to develop Institutes.
SP Jain Institute of Management,
Mumbai
Established by the Bharati Vidya
Bhavan, SPJIMR has grown in stature
to command respect from corporations
across India and abroad. SPJIMR became the only Asian institute invited

Universal Business School, Mumbai
Founded by Global CEOs Gurdip
Anand, Babulal Varma and Tarun
Anand, educated at JBIMS, SP JainMumbai, Tuck B-School, Michigan BSchool, IMD and IE B-School. UBS is
endorsed by 60 CEOs and became the

F

ARE YOU READY TO
BROADEN YOUR
HORIZON?
IMI, Delhi

first AICTE Approved Indian B-School
to offer an International MBA Degree
from Cardiff Metropolitan University,
UK. UBS partnered with Thomson Reuters to develop Asia's first Global cross
asset trading room to allow students to
get live global markets experience. UBS
follows the SPJIMR philosophy of limiting its intake to 300 students.

Financial Decision
The Return on Investment argument is clearly in favor of studying
in India, as the costs range from rupees 10-28 Lacs as compared to an
International MBA, costing between
rupees 25-80 Lacs. If you are lucky to
secure your admission in any of the
four, your ROI could jump significantly, especially for the one year MBA
program. But rest assured you will get
a life changing experience where time
will fly and you would be ready to take
your step into a corporate career or
turn an entrepreneur.

Top B Schools (South)

rom being the oldest institute offering PG in management IPS Academy, IBMR has created a niche for
itself in Central India. An ISO 9000 certified
and NACC accredited IPS Academy is
ranked amongst the top 50 institutes in India
for 3 consecutive years. It is now running
MBA, MBA International Business, MBA
Business Economics, MBA Executive,
PGDM along with a University approved
PhD research centre in management.
Equipped with modern teaching aids, the
department imparts knowledge to more
than thousand students under the guidance
of more than 70 experienced faculties. Facilitating more than 15 registered research
scholars of management and economics.
The campus buzzes with placement
activities and has a strong alumni base
along with a strong industry institute interface with key recruiters as Asian
Paints, Deloitte, ICICI Securities, Ranbaxy
Lab. Ltd., Kirloskar, TCS, Idea Cellular,
Bridgestone, HDFC Bank, HDFC Securities and many others. IPS ensures a substantial career development graph to its
students with its state of art teaching
methodology as well as pedagogy.
IPS huge infrastructure and conductive environment is WiFi enabled, library

stocked with National & International
journals, E-library providing subscriptions to EBSCO, Ace Analyser. The institute has hired unmatched sports faculty
to provide specialist sports training to
the students and organizes number of
indoor & outdoor sport activities such as
swimming, football, cricket, skating, basketball, horse-riding, table tennis, chess
etc. Many extra-curricular activities are
hosted by the institute including numerous workshops, International and National conferences along with cultural
fest ‘Flames and Blossoms’ organized by
the students themselves.
The institute provides excellent opportunities for summer and winter training. The
institute also has tie-ups with nationalized
business federations like All India Management Association (AIMA), Indore Management Association (IMA), CII, FICCI, MP
Economic association (MPEA).

M

Seminars, Live Projects, In-depth
Situational Analysis, Personality Development Workshops and Industry
Internships. Smart Class Rooms have
also been established to provide quality learning through latest interactive
technologies.
The flagship program of the college, namely, MBA (dual specialization) has received the prestigious
NBA accreditation and offers the student an opportunity to opt for specialization in any two tracks from Mar- Dr. Vishwanath
keting, Retail Marketing, Human (Vish) Prasad,
Resources, Finance, Banking and President
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“The illiterate of the 21st century will
not be those who cannot read and
write, but those who cannot learn,
unlearn, and relearn.” This statement by Alvin Toffler has inspired to
think beyond the realms of university education and focus on post graduate programs.
The changing face of
the corporate sector
has seconded our
decision. As it is
rightly said that
change is not merely
necessary to life - it is
life. The courses aim at
equipping the students with the requirements of the industry and make
them ready not only for the present
scenario but also for the future.
The course, content, teaching pedagogy, amalgamation of traditional
and digital medium etc adds on to
the legacy of IPS Academy and IBMR
in particular and personifies the core
values of IPS Academy family,
KNOWLEDGE, SKILL and VALUES.”
Ar. ACHAL K CHOUDHARY
(PRESIDENT IPS Academy)- Alumni
IIT Kharagpur
Contact Details: IPS Academy, Institute of
Business Management & Research,
“Knowledge Village” Rajendra Nagar;
A.B.Road Indore, M.P. Ph No : 0731 4014784/89/76 ; 9755545648

AIMSR Creating Employable Students
through Innovative Teaching Techniques

A

ditya Institute of Management
Studies and Research, Mumbai
was started in 2011. The enviable
growth trajectory that this B-school has
displayed is a fitting tribute to the Sun,
from which it draws its name. The journey towards excellence continues across
spectra - student intake, live projects, corporate interaction, academic rigour and
co-curricular charm. The institute has
been approved by AICTE and is affiliated
to the University of Mumbai.
The institute derives its strength from
six foundation pillars namely, Innovation, Excellence, Integrity, Agility, Trust
and Mutual Respect. Innovation is the
hallmark of this institute as it believes
in creating education infrastructure
which nurtures curiosity, provokes
thinking and ensures learning.
Innovation and Entrepreneurship go
hand in hand. Director of the institute,
Dr. Swati Lodha, earlier appointed as
Chief Incubation Officer at MDI, Gurgaon, firmly believes in the power of creating jobs through new idea generation.
Innovative teaching methodologies
followed at AIMSR got a mention by
leading newspapers within two years of
the inception of the institute. A management movie showcase is organized every year where industry experts come
and watch specific films and interact
with students about learning offered by
those films. Reading Sessions are a
daily diet for management students
where they read newspapers, books and
journals and share their insights. Spir-

itual speakers from ISKCON and other
organizations discuss management concepts embedded in Ramayana, Bhagavad-Gita and Chanakyaneeti. More than
100 speakers from the industry interact
with students every year to teach various lessons of teamwork, decision making and leadership. ‘Live projects’ and
‘Short term Research Projects’ are given
to every student. Students play board
games like ‘Monopoly’ & ‘Diplomacy ‘in
the 2000 sq. ft airy atrium and use computer simulations to learn the basics of
strategy and negotiations. Intensive
training in employability skills involves
inter-disciplinary exposure with emphasis on Big Data, Short-term courses in
Finance and Out - bound training. The
E-Cell hones and encourages entrepreneurship skills. “Jal-AB” and “Goodbye.
com” are two initiatives incubated inhouse. Interpersonal, team-building and
conflict-resolution skills are evolved
through Industrial visits. Sessions on

MODY UNIVERSITY – A LEADING WOMEN'S UNIVERSITY
ody University with a world class campus and unique
environment-friendly infrastructure is spread over a
sprawling 265 acres of greenery. The university provides an enjoyable campus experience where girl students live
and study in a safe and secure environment. It offers a wide
variety of educational programs with 12:1 student-faculty ratio.
More than 80% of the faculty members at the college are PhD
holders and others are pursuing their Doctoral programs.
At the College of Business Management, Economics and Commerce (COBMEC), creating managers for tomorrow is accomplished through a right blend of tradition and contemporariness.
A distinctive rich curriculum appropriately blended with a judicious mix of rigorous classroom learning and institute-industry interface is the hallmark of the college. The application
oriented pedagogy comprises use of Case Studies, Role Plays,

Rank
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Rank

Indian Institute of Management, Bangalore
Indian Institute of Management, Kozhikode
Loyola Institute of Business Administration, Chennai
Acharya Institute of Management and Sciences, Bangalore
TA Pai Management Institute, Manipal
Christ University Institute of Management, Bangalore
SRM University, Chennai
SCMS Cochin School of Business, Cochin
VIT Business School, Vellore
Great Lakes Institute of Management, Chennai
Bharathidasan Institute of Management, Tiruchirapalli
Institute of Finance and International Management, Bangalore
Rajagiri Centre for Business Studies, Cochin
Department of Business Management, Osmania University, Hyderabad
Indus Business Academy, Bangalore
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Management Studies gets a new
high with IPS Indore

ONE OF THE TOP
CHOICES FOR
STUDENTS AND
RECRUITERS
JIMS, Rohini, Delhi

Going Abroad for an MBA v/s Doing your MBA in an International Business School in India

Indian Institute of Management, Ahmedabad
Prin. LN Welingkar Institute of Management Development
and Research, Mumbai
Indian Institute of Management, Indore
Jamnalal Bajaj Institute of Management Studies, Mumbai
SP Jain Institute of Management and Research, Mumbai
Narsee Monjee Institute of Management Studies, Mumbai
Symbiosis Institute of Business Management, Pune
Mudra Institute of Communication, Ahmadabad
Symbiosis Centre for Management and Human
Resource Development, Pune
KJ Somaiya Institute of Management Studies and Research, Mumbai
SIES College of Management Studies, Navi Mumbai
Symbiosis Institute of Management Studies, Pune
Balaji Institute of Modern Management, Pune
Institute of Management, Nirma University, Ahmedabad
ITM Business School, Navi Mumbai

Rank

Indian Institute of Management, Calcutta
Xavier Labour Relations Institute, Jamshedpur
Xavier Institute of Management, Bhubaneswar
Indian Institute of Management, Ranchi
Institute of Management Study, Kolkata
KIIT School of Management, Bhubaneswar
Indian Institute of Social Welfare and Business Management, Kolkata
Xavier Institute of Social Service, Ranchi
NSHM Knowledge Campus, Kolkata
Army Institute of Management, Kolkata
KIIT School of Rural Management, Bhubaneswar
Department of Management Studies, National Institute of Technology, Durgapur
Institute of Management & Information Science, Bhubaneswar
Institute of Science and Management, Ranchi
School of Management, National Institute of Technology, Rourkela

Truly Global Business Schools in India

Top B Schools (West)
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Insurance, Entrepreneurship, International
Business and Systems.
The college also offers
 Five Year Integrated Program in Management (BBA + MBA).
 PhD in Management.

Mr Suresh Advani,
Dean COBMEC

Regular Industry Visits form a
part of the curriculum and provide rich industry exposure and
insight.
At Mody University a lot of
emphasis is placed on beyond
classroom learning through a

Corporate etiquette, Interview-handling
skills, Group discussion skills and Life
skills such as meditation & yoga are an
integral part of life at AIMSR. Case studies and Role-plays prepare their students
to face the corporate challenges.
Aditya Institute of Management Studies and Research would like to have a
consistent focus on achieving academic
excellence-through innovative learning
techniques.

Address: Aditya Educational Campus,
R. M. Bhattad Road, Ram Nagar, Borivali (West), Mumbai 400 092.
Contact Details: +91-8080 11 22 00
Email id: info@aimsr.com
Website: www.aimsr.edu.in

number of forums like Literacy Committee, HR Forum, Investment Forum, Marketing Club, Finance Club and Community
Service.
Mody University, President, Dr Vishwanath Prasad says
“As President of Mody University, my goals will be to expand
educational and research opportunities; integrate educational programs with human values, creativity, innovation,
and professional leadership; and build strong and unique
international partnerships, with the ultimate objective of
providing the best women education and character building
opportunities in India”.
Prof Suresh Advani joined as Dean at COBMEC from one of India’s top-10 B-schools. He is
an able Administrator, a Turnaround Guru and
adept at formulating and executing business
strategies.
Mody University is thus poised to achieve far
greater heights in Management Education.
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Career in Fashion
Management
Fashion is not something that exists only in
dresses. Fashion is in the sky, in the street,
Fashion has to do with the ideas, the way we
live, what is happening – Coco Chanel
nstitute of Apparel Management is
India’s first Apparel Multi-varsity
(multi-university) under one roof.
The institute offers Bachelor and Master
degree programme in apparel design &
Merchandising approved by IGNOU and
IIFT, New Delhi.
MBA in Fashion Business is a dynamic
and interactive learning experience that is
built through key collaborative relationships in education and apparel / fashion /
luxury allied industries. Through a supported and structured program that includes entrepreneurial practice, new business models and planning and management of creative enterprise, participants
are encouraged to develop fresh thinking
and innovative concepts. The course structure is in a manner that after 1 year of comprehensive basics of Management/Design/
Marketing and Merchandising knowledge;
students are further given the option of
choosing a stream in Design Management,
Fashion Marketing or Innovation and entrepreneurship from the third semester
onward.

ering a wide range of
topics including communication, merchandising, Visual Merchandising, Global
Fashion Sourcing, design and creative thinking
related modules, the course
also provides an opportunity to
work on industry related projects, attend fashion events, listening to guest speakers and visit
leading brands stores, design studios and
factories.
Career Opportunities : Design Managers, Product Developers, Consultants &
Entrepreneurs to work with Designers,
Boutiques & Visual Merchandisers etc.

Design Management: This stream
is for students who aspire to excel in the
Design world. The course is made aiming
in developing both academic understanding and inculcation of the innovative and
practical skills essential for achieving
creative and managerial excellence. Cov-

Fashion Marketing: The global retail
market place has revolutionized the field of
retail management and fashion marketing.
The advent of technology has provided multitude of options for consumers to receive
goods and services without leaving the comfort of their homes. Today, Fashion Market-

I

ing professionals are highly sought after by
recruiters from retail, apparel, and merchandising organizations and marketing is
therefore an apt choice. This course is designed to inculcate and nurture entrepreneurship skills in students, providing useful
information on Sourcing, Communication and Luxury Product exploration.
Career Opportunities : Fashion Marketing Managers, Luxury
Product Managers, Luxury Retail
Managers Etc.

Innovation and Entrepreneurship: The Entrepreneurship & Innovation Track
within the MBA in Fashion Business program is
designed for MBA students who have a strong commitment to entrepreneurship, focuses
on launching and developing emerging
fashion and technology companies. The
track curriculum heavily emphasizes team
practice linked to real-world entrepreneurial
projects, balances theoretical and practitioner education, and provides a thorough exposure
to multitude of subjects customized to help the
student explore knowledge in new product development/ Distribution strategies/ Innovative
Marketing practices etc.
Career Opportunities : Entrepreneurial
and Family Business, Product Developer, Category Manager, Luxury Brand Managers.

Major 2014 Recruiters : Tommy Hilfiger,
GAP, Flipkart, Jabong, Puma, Kazo, Fabindia, Latin Quarters, Cheer Sagar amongst
other Fashion houses
Eligibility : Students who have completed
their graduation in any stream or appearing in the Final year of the graduation from
recognized universities or institutes with
minimum 50% aggregate are eligible to
apply.
Address: Apparel House, Sector 44, Gurgaon.
For more details,
Pls log on www.iamindia.in
or call 0124-2708201/02, 9650088426,
9650011426

Towards imparting Knowledge
and developing skills
T

eerthanker Mahaveer Institute of
Management and Technology
(TMIMT) aims for students to become open-minded, knowledgeable and
critical thinkers who can express themselves in many ways. The college seeks to
develop principled, reflective, and balanced risk-takers. Each student is expected to aspire to genuine intellectual
achievement. He/ She is also expected to
develop and acquire leadership and entrepreneurial skills in college in preparation
for the rest of his professional life. Student
is also taught to be proud of his culture,
history and place in the world, and to acquire a refined aesthetic sense.
The college offers a wide range of academic programs at undergraduate, postgraduate and doctoral levels. All the
courses are designed taking into consideration the specific needs of the industry and
market. The emphasis is laid on both theoretical, research and practical training to
provide exposure to the students in various
areas of management and commerce. For
this, the expert from academics and industry of national and international repute
are invited to guide the students in addition to the inputs from the acclaimed faculty of the college.
The college gives top priority to job and
process oriented learning. The pedagogical tools include: extensive use of case
studies, industrial training practical exercises, business news analysis, computer and business quizzes, computer and
management games and industry-oriented projects to create awareness among the
students. These activities enable students
to face all challenges in every situation.
There is a ‘Corporate Resource Centre’
in the college to cater to the job- related
requirements of the students. The college
also houses a dedicated ‘Entrepreneurship
Development Cell’ to provide guidance to
the students to initiate their own venture.
To impart skills meeting the needs of the
corporate, different clubs like Finance,
Marketing, HR, Naukari and Environment
are in operation.
The college has corporate tie –ups with
Reliance Money Infrastructure Ltd
(RMIL) & Reliance LEAP to impart quality training to budding managers. The
company trainers are facilitating vigorous training sessions to the students of
MBA to provide them a corporate environment within the college.
The college has other corporate tie up
with a number of renowned organizations like SAP, IL&FS, IFBI, Indian Institute of Logistics etc. which provide a

COLLEGE HIGHLIGHTS
Year of Establishment: 2001
Programs: Management and Commerce.
MANAGEMENT:
 Post Graduate Programs: MBA
(General Management), MBA (Collaboration with Reliance LEAP and
Reliance Money Infrastructure Ltd.),
and MBA (Shipping and Logistics- in
collaboration with Indian Institute of
Logistics, Chennai).
 Under Graduate Program: BBA
 Doctoral Program: PhD.
COMMERCE:
 Post Graduate Program: M.Com
 Under Graduate Programs: B.Com,
B.Com (Hons.)
Computer Labs: 4 with 300 computers
and peripherals.
Language Labs: 2 fully equipped with
GOLS linguistic software.
In House Research Journals: View
Point (ISSN: 2229-3825), online journal: www.tmimtjournal.org (ISSN:
2348-988X).
Campus Placements: Nearly 100 Percent
Books and Journals: Books-10915;
Journals: National-41: International:
15
Digital Library: Equipped with latest
computer and software.
Professional Membership: National
Entrepreneurship Network (NEN),

All India Management Association
(AIMA), Global Institute of Flexible
System Management, Indian Society
for Training and Development (ISTD).
Foreign Academic Collaborations:
University of Regina, Canada, Sol
Bridge Business School, South Korea.
Corporate Collaborations: Indian Institute of Logistics-Chennai, IL&FS,
Reliance Leap and Reliance Money
Infrastructure Ltd.(RMIL), Institute of
Finance, Banking and Insurance
(IFBI).
Student ‘s Clubs: Finance, Human
Resource, Marketing, Environment
and Naukri.
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR):
“SASHAKT- THE CAPABLE” a social
endeavour undertaken by faculties
and students of college.
Co-Curricular Activities: Abhivyakti
(Expressions on Posters), Udhyamita (Platform for Budding Entrepreneurs), Funday ( Children’s Day
Celebration), Biz Plan (Promoting
New Business Ideas), Movie Mantra
(Management Lessons from Movies), Champions League (5-S Approach to Business), Rupantaran (
The Role Play Competition), ThinkThe Quiz Competition, DaffodilsAnnual Function, Holi Milan Samaroh with alumini, Diwali Fete- ZARYAAB.
Alumni Association: strong liaison
between budding managers and
well settled alumni of the college.

To be internationally recognized as a premier institution
of excellence providing quality education, research and
consultancy services to the global society."
“Our endeavour is to impart knowledge and develop critical
skills necessary to succeed both in professional and personal
life by promoting learning supported by world-class faculty,
infrastructure, technology, curricula and collaborative teaching and research with premier institutions in India and
abroad."

Chancellor –Suresh Jain, Teerthanker
Mahaveer University-Moradabad, U.P
complete semester internship to the students and make them worthy to be placed
in reputed organizations. These tie- ups
provide a competitive edge to the students
as the students are made to focus their
attention to a specific sector in their final
semester only and are trained and guided
accordingly, thus helping them to get
placed either in their final semester or

immediately after the completion of the
course.
Contact Details:Admission Cell- TMIMT
Teerthanker Mahaveer University
Moradabad, U.P.
Phone: - 09568416000, 09568417000 and
07500317000
Website: www.tmu.ac.in

SaiBalaji Group of Institutes
imparts placement oriented
Management program

S

ai Balaji Education society under its ambit
has three Institutes IIMS, SBIIMS and
IIMHRD (W). They here help students to
fathom the granularities of the corporate world.
The coursework and vicinity to IT Park brings students in contact with brilliant academicians, management gurus and industry experts from around
the world. Study tour to Spain and France have
helped students to understand International business and to have a cross-fertilization of ideas which
they will hold dear for the rest of their lives. Placement has been their main competency as we successfully not only placed students but also ensured
they get the best profiles and deserving package.

Teaching Foreign Languages like Japanese and
German have given an edge to their students.
Their firm belief in Vedic management and Indian ethos always helped them in engaging and
channelizing student’s energy in the right direction, towards prosperity and success.
Contact: Survey no. 54 (1+2/1), Nere Dattawadi, Near Hinjewadi IT Park Pune 02066547500 |www.saibalaji.org | admissions@
saibalaji.org
Prof. Manish R. Mundada, Founder
and President - SaiBalaji Education
Society (SBES)

Education manifests the perfection
that already exists in man

D

elhi School of Business (VIPS
Technical Campus ) was established in 2013, under the aegis
of Vivekananda Institute of Professional Studies, Delhi.
Vivekananda Institute of Professional Studies was established in the
year 2000 with BIS (Hons.) and BA LLB
courses. The current course portfolio
covers Bachelor’s in Business Administration ( BBA ), Bachelor of Arts &
Bachelor in Law ( BA LLB ) , Maters in
Law ( LLM ), Bachelors in Commerce,
Bachelor’s in Journalism & Mass
Communication(BJMC), Bachelor in
Computer Application( BCA ), and Masters in Computer Application ( MCA ).
All these courses are affiliated to
G.G.S.I.P. University, New Delhi.
Delhi School of Business offers
AICTE approved Two Year Post Graduate Diploma in Management (PGDM.
Delhi School of Business, aims to equip
ness (DSB) is to equip students with
students with skill-based, practical busiskill-based, practical business manageness management knowledge and ana- ment knowledge and analytical skills
lytical skills and develop their capacity
and develop their capacity to lead doto lead domestic and global organiza- mestic and global organisations through
tions through adaptability, innovation
adaptability, innovation and creativity.
and creativity.
DSB facilitates the realisation of the
The College boasts of
inherent potential in each
world-class infrastructure
student through experiential
in a Sprawling 5 Acre
education that leads the indiGreen Campus in the
vidual towards a self-motivatheart of Delhi. The Coled path in aspiring for perfeclege has been awarded for
tion, personal success, profesthe use of advanced techsional achievement and renologies to educate stusponsible citizenship. To
dents for which it has rethese ends, they:
ceived awards from AS Leverage cutting edge
SOCHAM for Innovative
teaching quality, resource and
‘Use of Technology in
infrastructure for sustained
Learning’.
learning and development.
Prof. I.M. Pandey for Prepare students for ever
mer Professor & Dean, Professor I M Pandey changing business requireIIM Ahmedabad, is the
ments.
Director General of the
 Provide an environment that encourinstitute. The school has reputed and
ages creativity, analysis and critical
experienced faculty who have been at thinking and effective communication.
institutes like IIM’s, IIT’s, MDI, FMS,
 Simulate real-life environment in
XLRI.
their up-to-date labs so as to build conThe curriculum is designed in a parfidence among their students.
ticipative process with industry experts
and academics who take utmost care to
VISION
provide major learnings in the developDelhi School of Business aims to crement of core competencies & essential
ate a knowledge society by establishing,
employability skills.
maintaining and promoting the Centres
Efforts for skill development include of Excellence in the field of business
initiatives like Corporate Connect education, comparable with the best in
through Annual HR Conclave, CEO the world and become a nationally
Talks, Guest Lectures & Mentorship recognised leader in business education
Programs.
amongst the private business schools
The DSB PGDM is an international and among top ten institutes in the
programme as it includes International county in the next five years.
Economics and Business certificate
course delivered by highly ranked NaLEARNING PHILOSOPHY
tional University of Singapore (NUS)
“Education manifest the perfection
faculty along with a Certificate in Sus- that already exists in man”
tainability Management from AIT
Students at Delhi School of Business
Bangkok delivered by reputed faculty are in a learning environment that comfrom School of Management Studies at pels them to think across disciplines and
AIT Bangkok.
open their minds to new horizons, even
as they learn the fundamentals of busiMISSION
ness, they question stereotypes and
The mission of Delhi School of Busi- foster creative and critical thinking. The

HINDUSTAN SCHOOL
OF MANAGEMENT
H

industan University offers a 2
year MBA program. In addition to an MBA in General-finance, marketing, HR and
IT, there are several niche
specialisations as well. Students interested in the airline industry can opt for
an MBA in Aviation Management while those who
want to get into the extremely critical military
sector can choose an MBA
in Defence Technology
Management. In addition to
that, Automobile Dealership
Management, Hospital and
Healthcare and Family Business and
Entrepreneurship are some of the other
areas that students can opt for. The University also provides an MBA in Business Analytics and Optimisation and
Banking, Financial Services and Insurance with IBM.
Students who wish to get admitted to
Hindustan University’s premier program must have an aggregate of at least
50% in 10th, 12th and graduation. They
are also admitted on the basis of their
scores in GRE, CAT, GMAT or MAT.
NRIS and foreign nationals are required

to submit GMAT scores.
Hindustan University’s School of Management is ranked among the top business schools in India because it combines
methodical teaching along with practical
experience. Hindustan University’s curriculum keeps in mind of the industry
in order to make sure that students are
well equipped for jobs in the real world.
The university boasts an excellent stu-

learning process is strongly backed by
participation in inter-university forums, cross-cultural business projects
and public speaking and debates, creating a strong bridge between the industry,
its experts and students.

VALUES
Delhi School Business practices value-based sharing of knowledge. The
core values are:
Excellence: Pursue excellence in all
of their activities: teaching, research,
scholarship and service.
Integrity: Follow integrity- fairness,
truthfulness, transparency – in all their
activities and conduct.
Diversity: Respect individuality and
individual freedom and inclusion of all
for the institutional success and multiplicity of its character.
Creativity: Encourage and recognise
creativity and innovations through
critical and out-of-box thinking.
Social Responsibility: Place high value
to their responsibility towards the betterment of the society.

VALUE PROPOSITION
Delhi School Business to the PGDM
applicants, who wish to build their careers in business management and aspire to join reputed organizations in
competition with the best students of
other institutes, Delhi School of Business (DSB), through its unique integrated curriculum, oriented towards skill
development to meet the practical needs
of the industry and delivered by the top
faculty (including former IIM professors
and faculty trained from IIMs and other
reputed Universities/institutes), offers
the art and craft of business education
which blends together entrepreneurial
mind-set, international outlook, innovation, creativity, social responsibility and
ethics. The distinctively differentiated
PGDM of DSB with its extensive industry connection will provide an opportunity to the students in undertaking internships and final job placements in the
reputed organizations.

dent-teacher ratio, faculty who have
extensive experience in the corporate
sector, Wi-Fi classrooms and labs, an
international exchange programme and
a summer industry internship programme. The university has collaborations with several foreign universities
including Deakin University, Cranfield
University and Korean Aerospace University.
Students from Hindustan University have been placed in top companies from around the
world. Some of the companies that have recruited
students include Royal
Bank of Scotland
(RBS), Lufthansa, Jet
Airways, Tata Consultancy Services
(TCS), Shell and Reliance Money. Most students receive a starting
pay package between Rs
3.6 and 7.2 lakhs.
Hindustan University
has received accolades from
several prominent organisations.
They were awarded the Innovation
Leadership Award by a publication and
B-School Leadership Award by a channel. It has also received recognition from
the Madras Management Association
for Managerial Excellence in Education.
Hindustan School of Management
No. 40, G.S.T Road, St. Thomas Mount,
Chennai – 600016, Tamilnadu.
Tel: 044-22342155 /0980 /1389 /2508
Email ID: info@hindutanuniv.ac.in
Website: www.hindustanuniv.ac.in

About i3 Research Consultants (i3RC)
i

3 Research Consultants (i3RC) is a
boutique research & consultancy
firm that is focussed on offering Superior Client Service, Strategic Insights,
Innovation, Quality & Commitment.
i3RC has a young and dynamic team of
researchers who are very passionate
about their work and are always willing
to put that extra effort to make every project a

great success. In addition i3RC has a team
of highly experienced industry experts as
consultants who provide their expertise
for specific projects. i3RC is a full member
of MRSI and follow MRSI code of ethics
while conducting every research project.
Given their commitment to quality, i3RC
has developed a 3 tier and multi stage quality control system to deliver excellent quality.

About Nutcrackers
N

utcrackers are solution providers to tough problems.
Their strength is their keen analytical eye to unearth insights, to
address their client’s marketing
challenges.
For the B School study their
role was to help arrive at a list of
B Schools that would help TOI

readers to make an informed
choice for this crucial activity in
the their/wards lives.
Nutcrackers was an integral
part of all stages of the research
– from drafting the methodology
and questionnaire, to providing
strategic inputs for analysis and
arriving at final Ranking scores.
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I S B & M PUNE : BIG BRANDS & BIG JOBS FOR STUDENTS

I

nternational School of Business and
Media, located amongst bountiful hills
with an impeccable lush green environment, spreading over13 acres of land in Pune.
Initiated in the year 2000, the Institute has
managed to be one of the best MBA academies in a span of 14 years. Dr. Pramod Kumar,
President of ISB&M, tells us about the wide
range of programs designed for MBA aspirants, which includes the Supply Chain and
Operational Management program, specially designed for engineering graduates
aiding them to get satisfying jobs even
abroad. ISB&M's team of acclaimed alumni,
working in distinguished positions in major
companies, are a part of the alumni mentorship program, where they have sessions with
the students guiding them with their expertise, teaching them the skills which are essential to flourish in the industry. ISB&M has
a well-established placement process with
students getting placed in major companies
like British Telecom, Asian Paints, Standard
Chartered Bank, ITC Infotech, Philips, LG
etc. with average salaries ranging between
6-12 Lakhs per annum. If you are an MBA
aspirant, ISB&M is a preferred choice with
its various programs and fascinating placements. ISB&M has a team of highly qualified

JIS School of Business – A group of colleges with the belief that the only limits
are, as always, those of vision

G

Anshu Singh (Batch 2009-11 ) Supply Planner Procter& Gamble
London, UK“At ISB&M my experience was nothing short of life changing. It gave me a holistic perspective on life and on business; I
quite literally came to understand my own self in a new light.”
Aashit Prakha (Asian Paints with very high placement offer) “The most ecstatic moment in life is to get the job in
your dream company. I am thankful to ISB&M for giving me an opportunity to turn the dream into reality by empowering the learning in me.”
This year students most students are placed by now with an offer range
of Rs.6-12 lacs. Several companies have offered high packages.
faculty who mentor the students making sure
they choose right career paths, blending aca-

demics with practical skills.
Log into www.isbm.ac.in/

Noida Institute of Engineering & Technology,
Gr. Noida, First Choice of Corporates for Campus Hiring

N

oida Institute of Engineering &
Technology, Gr. Noida is a well established institute. Besides its outstanding performance in engineering courses, the Institute is also offering high quality
management training in PGDM &
MBA with specializations in Marketing, Finance and Human Resources. It is emerging as a centre
of excellence imparting management education and generating
competent managers with a high
degree of credibility, integrity
and ethical standards.
The Institute believes that to set up a
benchmark in the real world, students
need to develop their mental horizon and
develop their thinking ability to tackle
the challenges of complex business environment, globalization and rapid change.
Noida Institute of Engineering & Technology boasts of Pyramid Finishing
School, which has been started with a vision to enhance employment amongst fresh
graduates, imparting world-class business
skills for sustained performance and career
success and to meet the evergrowing industry demand
for suitable talent at the en-

Choosing quality education when
choosing to be a Management Graduate

try level.
To bridge the industry-academia gap,
the Institute has made tie-ups with various industry giants. This ensures enhanced student employability, and also
encourages ‘innovative’
learning like never before.
KPMG tie-up is providing SixSigma Certification Course to
the students which will get
them jobs not only in KPMG
but with its clients as well.
They have also partnered
with ICICI Direct Center for Financial
Learning which provides PGDM students expertise on Capital Markets.
The Institute has also organized many
HR Conclaves in locations like New Delhi,
Gurgaon, Bangalore, Singapore, Orlando,
Pune, etc. for the development of Creativity, lateral thinking and communication/
people management skills in the students.
A Career Management Cell is exclusively developed for an interface between the institute and industries. This
cell operates with a two-fold strategy i.e.

augmenting internal competencies by
fostering contemporary grooming of
students and by enabling the industry
to identify and absorb intellectuals with
requisite technical and managerial
skills. These efforts have helped us attract many big companies from overseas like Sahara Computers from South
Africa and Evolution Consulting Ltd.
from Canada offering a highest package
of 30 lpa. Some of the other companies
visiting for campus are TCS, Accenture,
Microsoft, ICICI Bank, HCL, Aditya
Birla Group, Headstrong, IBM, Union
Bank of India, Blackberry, Indian Army,
Tech Mahindra, HDFC Bank, etc.
NIET has been recognized a lot of
times for their innovative initiatives
and providing best placements. The
awards won are the testimony for
them. Recently the college has been
acknowledged by a publication to
provide Best Placements for 3 consecutive years.
For further information,
visit www.niet.co.in

iven a superpower status in the
21st century, India’s emerging
economy is predicted by many to
become the world’s largest within the
next century. With a massive democratic population, entrepreneurial
spirit and resource-conscience country, India has the potential to rapidly grow its economy on the back
of rapidly increasing industrialization while others stagnate. This
stable growth is ensured by the
management team, especially the
managers. These managers are wellgroomed professionals who are fast
and precise decision makers and problem solvers, team leaders motivating and
managing the team and other stakeholders and who smoothly carry out the duty
of strengthening the foundation of that business. Keeping
in mind a win-win situation
for both personal growth and
the company they are working
for. The managers acquire this
practical expertise through
quality education in those BSchools who stress on experimental learning and practical
teaching modalities. With
over 3000+ schools existing in
the country to satisfy the demand for MBA, there are very
few who provide this type of
knowledge and JIS Group
Educational Initiative the
largest premier education provider in Eastern India has been propagating this for the last 14 years under its JIS
School of Business (JISSB) member institutions.
JISSB consisting of three institutions,
namely CMS-JIS College of Engineering
(Kalyani); SMS-Narula Institute of Technology (Agarpara) and Guru Nanak Institute of Technology-FMS (Sodepur)
provides high quality management education to budding managers with its PostGraduate Two Years Full Time MBA
(dual specialization in Marketing, Finance, Human Resource and System)
and Under-Graduate Three Years BBA
(H). A firm believer of the school of
thought “practice as the basis of experiential learning” JISSB member institutions stresses on practical training such
as role-play, quizzes, group discussion
and so on rather than traditionally followed theoretical modalities. The permanent faculties who are associated with
JISSB have an industry background and

the

guest-lecturers who visit and
teach the students on a regular
basis through seminars, expert
training sessions are industry
bigwigs. Moreover, all the three
institutes under JISSB umbrella
are duly accredited by National
Assessment and Accreditation
Council (NAAC), approved by
All India Council for Technical
Education (AICTE) and are affiliated to
West Bengal University of Technology
(WBUT). Moreover, recently, JISSB member institute Guru Nanak Institute of
Technology-FMS ranked as “A” category
B School by a publication. In a B School
Survey 2014.
JISSB member institutes provides
practical hands-on industry experience
by arranging compulsory internships,
regular industry visits in reputed corporate through their strategic tie-ups that
aids in knowledge sharing and hands-on
training. It also provides right institu-

tional infrastructure with
case based teaching, smart classrooms,
state of the art language laboratory, conference room, corporate PowerPoint
presentations, online demos and necessary soft skill training for personality
development. All students are provided
with best amenities with picturesque
campuses, Wi-Fi connections and separate accommodation for boys and girls.
In today’s scenario there are scopes for
huge employment globally for ‘quality
educated MBA professionals’ from Bschools. Infact, several high-profile Indian Managers educated from B-Schools
in India are at the helm of major international companies with their
professional qualities being recognised at the global level. More so,
even in case of-mid-level execs, a
large number of middle managers
are also found in interesting midlevel managerial roles globally. JIS
School of Business (JISSB) has
been at the helm of providing
much coveted placements to its
students in corporates such as TCS, Capgemini, L&T, Infosys, IBM, Cognizant,
Ranbaxy, Glaxo, L&T, Amul, PEPSICO,
Unilever, Ceasefire, Godrej and Google
for adopting students in their team of
professionals. The students are also employed in Government Organizations like
Indian Oil, Indian Army and United Bank
of India. JISSB students have also made
illustrious careers in foreign countries
like UK, USA and Germany.
JISSB, today, are the wings on which
tomorrows thought leaders/industry
icons are molded to perfection.
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